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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED IN MARCH 1969 BY THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
TO THE GGv^KNMEETS CONCERNED AND TEEIS REPLIES

I-lote: Ambassador Jarring- submitted his. questions to the States concerned .

in the forra of separate Lists specifically addressed, to each Government. Those

lists vere, however, prepared frca a general list applicable to all the parties

and that list is, to save repetition, reproduced here. As sorne questions related

to provisions of Security Council resolution 2k2 (19°T) which applied to only one

or soae of the parties, the numbers of questions in the specific lists were not

always the sane as those in the general list. Where the rii-mber of the answer

differs from that of the question in the general list, the latter number is .added

in squsrs brackets.

Specific lists of questions based on the folloT.viiig general list were

submitted by Ambassador Jarring to the Governments of the United Arab Republic

en 5 March, of Jordan on 3 March, of Israel on 9 March and of Lebanon on

U March 1969.

A. QUESTIONS SUS-ilTTED BY TEE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE '

Security Council resolution 2.h2. (1967) sets cut provisions and principles

in accordance vith "which a peaceful and accepted settlement of the Middle East

Question should be achieved. Seme of these provisions "would, impose obligations

on both sides, scene on one side, and some on the other. It has generally been

accepted that they should be regarded as a whole. The following questions designed

^o elicit the attitude of the parties towards ~he provisions of the Security

Council resolution are based on this assumption and are to be understood in ĥ.?

ccntairc that each provision is regarded as part: of a :rpec"!-:age deal".'

1. Dcc-3 Israel (Jordan, Lebanon, United Arab Republic} accept Security

C~""dl resolutior1 5—2 O96'7) fo^~ i~'o1 e^^nta tp OP "̂or -^ " '--r =-.-•; ̂ .r q -.^•qr-ar"--'1 on.";\ -^ i/ ""j_ "• ~ _^s^i._ _ -— • j_ . — ---- ^-,_. ---- -^ _j, ^-i^.^,^. -- ^i. — -.__»..

L, 7 -:-3 Z3"a^l ( JcrcsTi; Lebanon , u-ilood Arsb Pe public ) '̂.rr̂ -? ^o pise, rf?



Zees _2r2.el (Jordan, _ebanon, United Arab Republic) agree to pledge r.sspecL

-":r sr.d acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political

independence of -Jordan, Lebanon and the United Arab Republic (Israel)?

^-. Sees Israel (Jordan, Lebanon, United Arab Republic) accept the right of

-Jordan, Lebanon and the-United Arab Republic (Israel) to live in peace within

secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of force?- - •-'

5. If so, what is the conception of secure and recognized, boundaries held

by Israel (Jordan, Lebanon, United Arab Republic)?

5. Does Israel agree to withdraw its armed forces from territories occupied

by it in the recent conflict? • :

7. Ices the United Arab Republic agree to guarantee freedom of navigation for

Israel through international waterways in the area, in particular:

(a) "hrough the Straits of Tiran, and

i'b) through the Suez Canal?

5. Lees Israel (-Jordan, Lebanon, United Arab Republic) agree that, if a plan

for the .just settlement of the refugee problem is worked out and presented to the

parties for ~fneir consideration, the acceptance in -orinci-ole of such a plan by

~3he parties and the declaration of their intention to implement it in good faith

constitute sufficient implementation of this provision of the Security Council

resolution to justify the implementation of the other provisions?

9- Sees Israel (-Jordan, Lebanon, United Arab Republic) agree that the

•cerritorial inviolability and political independence of the States in the area

should be guaranteed:

(a) by the establishment of demilitarized zones;

(a) through additional measures?

10. Sees Israel agree that such demilitarized zones should include areas on

i3s side of- ±~cs boundaries?

11. loes -Jordan agree that a demilitarized zone should be established in

-Jordanian territory from which Israel armed forces have been withdrawn?

12. ?:53 the United Arab Republic agree that a demilitarized zone should be



1.7- -ces ŝrael. (^crdan^ Lebanon. Unit ad Arab Republic) agree that

ii^iiitarization ci such sones should be supervisee; and. cnaintained by "chs

"r-î ad Nations?

1^- vfoulci. Israel (Jordan, Lebanon^ United Arab Republic) accept as a final

act' of agreement on all provisions a mutually- signed multilateral document

-vhich T/ould incorporate the agreed conditions for a just and lasting peace?



E. REPLY OF THE GGVZRlviSrPT OF ISRAEL

(Handed to Ambassador Jarring In Jerusalem "by "the Minister for Foreign

Affairs on 2 April 1969)

Jerusalem, Z April 19o9

Dear Ambassador Jarring, • - " - . ' . - .

Israel's position on all the subjects raised in. your eleven questions has "been

stated in detail in my address to the General Assembly of 8 October 1963, and in -

the memoranda presented to you on 15 October 19^8 and U rlovember .1968.

I now enclose specific replies in an affirmative spirit to the questions as

forirulated. It is my understanding that on the "basis of the answers received- from,

•che ~hree governments you propose to pursue further mutual clarifications in an.

effcr- to promote agreement on all the matters at issue in. accordance with your

randa-ce, '.Te are ready to join in this process at any appropriate place.

Israel's statements of attitude., including her replies to these questions,

has ^akea into account recent developments in Arab policy including the speeches

recently delivered by President I-Iasser and other Arab leaders. We have noted the.

specific and emphatic reiteration of their refusal to rrake peace with Israel, to

recognize Israel, to negotiate vith Israel, to cease terrorist attacks on Israel

cr to admit the possibility of sovereign co-existence in any field. It •would appear

at this time that the effective negation by the UAH of the principles of the

Charter and of the Security Council's Resolution is obvious and vehement. We hope

tear this policy, to which effect is given every Gay, will change; but these

authoritative statements have caused deep concern and have intensified the tension

which ve would have -wished to see relieved.

It is also our view that highly publicized encounters by four member States

have weakened the attention which should have been concentrated on the efforts of

~he parties themselves to move towards agreement. They are causing a duplication

ar.d dispersal of effort. They have also encouraged a wrong impression in some

c-_ar~ers that a solution can be sought outside the region and without its

^ovsrr-ments. Israel reco.raizes your mission as the authoritative international

firamevorlc within which peace between the States ia the Middle East should be



_L racail the idea which we discussed seme weeks ago that the Foreign

Ministers of the three governments should meet with, you soon at a suitable place

^c pursue the promotion of agreement. As you will remember, I reacted positively

to this idea. I vish to reaffirm that Israel will continue to co-operate with,

you in the fulfilment of your mission.

. . . . • . . . . - / . • • ' ' - : ' •• - . Yours .sincerely.,, . . . . . .'.'-

' '" ' ' ' ;'"r" " • '• " • (Signed) Afcfca-' EEA3-' ; ; • ' - " • ' " . '

A m sver- t o Q u e s t i o n O n e r " • - • • • ; . . .

Israel accepts the Security Council resolution (2̂ 2) for the promotion

of agreement on the establishment of a just and lasting peace, to "be reached by

negotiation and agreements between the governments concerned. Implementation

of agreements should begin when agreement has been concluded on all their

provisions.

Answer to Question Two:

It is the Arab States, not Israel which claimed and originated states of

belligerency. They declared themselves for two decades to be in a state of

••-•'•lateral war with Israel. It is therefore primarily incumbent upon.them to

terminate the state of war with. Israel.

On the establishment of peace with her Arab neighbours, Israel"agrees to the

-ermination, on a reciprocal basis, of all claims cr states of belligerency with

each State with which peace is established. A declaration specifying each State

by name would be made by Israel in "each case. ' .

•The corresponding statemement by any Arab State -ast specifically renounce

belligerency "with Israel" and not "with any state in the area" . Legal

~blirations must be specific in regard to those by whom they are bound.

Denunciation of belligerency includes the cessation of all maritime

i~~erfsrence^ the cessation of boycott measures involving third parties; the

annulment of reservations made by Arab States on the applicability to Israel of

T::eir obligations under international conventions to vhich they have adhered;

r-cr.-e.ilierence to political and military alliances and pacts directed against



Israel or including States unwilling to renounce claims or states of belligerency

vit;a .Israel and nsintain peaceful relations with it; the non-stationing of arsed

forces of such other States on the territory of the contracting-.. States and

the prohibition and prevention in the territory of Arab States of all preparations^

actions or expeditions by irregular or para-military groups, or by individuals'-

directed against the lives, 'security or property of Israel, in- any part of-the--

vorld. . . .. ", . - :
:- ; . ;^- ••' :-"•-;:•;. :•"..

The last stipulation is vitbout prejudice, to the fact that, the^respansibility

of Arab governments for preventing such activities is legally binding under the..

cease-fire• established by the parties in June-• -196?. • - ". •'- "- • " •'"•- " . ' - • ' •

Ansver to Question 'Three:

Israel agrees to respect and acknowledge the sovereignty, territorial

integrity and political independence of neighbouring Arab States; this principle

-"-ould be embodied in peace treaties establishing agreed boundaries,

Ansver to Question Four: ' .

Israel accepts the right of Jordan, Lebanon, the United Arab Republic and

c^her neighbouring States to live in peace within secure and recognized

boundaries,fraa from threats or acts of force. . Explicit and unequivocal

reciprocity is Israel's only conditions for this acceptance, "Acts of force"

include all preparations, actions or expeditions "by irregular or para-silitary

groups or by individuals directed against the life, security or property of • " . - -

Israel in any part of the. world.. - • . -

Ansver to Question ?ive: . .

Secure and recognised boundaries have never yet existed "betveen Israel and

the Arab States; accordingly,they should nov be established as part of the

peace-nsking process, The cease-fire should be replaced by peace treaties

establishing penranent, secure and recognized boundaries as agreed upon through

zeco-ia-tion betveen the °pvernments concerned.



An5%Ter to Question. Six:

When permanent, secure and recognized boundaries are agreed upon and

established between Israel and each of the neighbouring Arab States, the

disposition of forces will be carried out in full accordance with the boundaries

determined i n t h e peace treaties.:- . . . . . . . . • • - . . - • - • • • . " .

Answer to Question Seven: /general question 87 - . . . . .

The refugee problem;-was caused by the. wars launched against. Israel by Arab- . - .,

States, and-has been perpetuated through the refusal, of Arab States:-"to ' . ' "

establish peaceful relations with Israel. In view of the human problems involved •

in this issue Israel has e:cpressed its willingness to give priority to the • "

£~3~cainment of an agreement for the solution of this problem through regional and.

international co-operation. We believe that agreement cculd be sought even in

advance of peace neogitations. We suggest that a conference of Middle Eastern

5-a-ces should be convened, together with the Governments contribution to refugee

relief and the Specialized Agencies of the United Nations, in order to chart a

five-year plan for the solution of the refugee problem in the framework of a lasting

peace and the integration of refugees into productive life. This conference can be

called in advance of peace negotiations. .".. . •. ..

Joint refugee integration and rehabilitation commissions should be established

"by ~~2.s governments concerned in order to vork out agreed projects for refugee

integration on a regional basis with international assistance. . -

In view of the special humanitarian nature of this issue we do not; cake

agreement; on plans for a solution of the refugee problem contingent on agreement

~n any other aspect of_the Middle Eastern problem. ?or The same reason it should

not be invoked by Arab- States to obstruct agreement on other problems.

Anover to Question Eight; /general question 9_7

The effective guarantee for the territorial inviolability and political

independence of States lies ia the strict observance by the governments of their

-reaty obligations, In the context of peace providing for full respect for

T'-e sovereignty of States and the establishment of agreed boundaries, other

i = cur it y measures rray be discussed by the contracting governments.



Answer to Questions Nine and Ten: /̂ general questions 10 and

Without prejudice to what Is stated in ansver to Question Eight., it is

pointed out that experience has shovn that the measures mentioned in Questions

iliae and Ten have not prevented the preparation and carrying out of aggression,

against Israel. , _. . . . . . . . .

Ansver to Question Eleven: /̂ general question ikj ••'

Peace must be. juridically expressed, contractually defined and reciprocally -

"binding in accordance with established norms of international lav and practice.

Accordingly, Israel's position is that the peace should be embodied in bilateral

peace treaties between Israel and each Arab State incorporating all the agreed

conditions for a just and lasting peace. The treaties, once signed and ratified,

should be registered with the Secretariat of the United nations in accordance with

Article 102 of the United Nations Charter,

2 April 1969



C - REPLY 0? TE5 ^ YIEiDIEKT OJ JORD

by Ambasss-jor Jarring in Nicosia GO. 2.̂ - March 19 °9)

25 March 1969

following are the answers of my Goverrr:sat to the q_aestioas which..you. -_.

e^ed to us ia Amman^ on Saturday, 8 March 19°9- The-.answers-as--numbered, *•-

uzier, correspond to your.-Questions. - - . - . . . . . . - " ;;V.- .• .--..",:.;.--

2b.ase answers explain ̂ 'Government's position, which position has

s~;edly besn stated, to Your Excellency throughout our-past meetings...

:."sy I take -his opportunity to express "co you ay contiausa sincere vishes •

"̂ -ii" succsss in "che iLsoortant mission with "hich TOU are entrusted.

Yours sincerely.,

(•Signed) _-.oc.ul Monern HJFATI
Minister of J"orei5;n. -Affairs

ellency,
dor C-unnar -Jarring

L Representative to
^ — cretsrv"General ox*
Jni'ced Nations .



10

Jordan, as it has declared before, accepts the Security Council resolution.

2-2 (~L3a7) and is ready to implement it in order to achieve a peaceful and

zccspted settlement in accordance with the provisions and. principles contained

in the resolution.

Answer (?) ' .' . " . - '

Jordan agrees to pledge termination of all claims or states, of r.belllgerency.

Such a pledge becomes effective upon withdrawal of Israeli forces-from all Arab

territories which Israel occupied as a result of its aggression.of 5 June-1967.

A pledge by Israel to terminate the state of belligerency would'be.-- '-..-. •-. .

meaningful only when Israel withdraws its forces from all Arab territories it

occupied since 5 June 1

Cn 5 June i9c7 J-srael launched its aggression against three Arab States,

Lolating their sovereignty and territorial integrity. Agreement to pledge

rspect for and acknowledgement of the sovereignty,, territorial integrity and

:litical independence of every State in the area requires the terra-nation by

=rael of its occupation and the withdrawal of its forces from all the Arab

rrritoriss it occupied as a result of its aggression of 5 June. .

Jordan accepts the right- of every State in the area to live in peace within

secure and recognised boundaries free free threats or acts of force, provided

-hat Israel withdraws its forces from all Arab territories it occupied since

r -June 1937, ana implements the Security Council resolution of 22 November

Answer (5)

When the question of Palestine was brought before the United ITations in

-he C-eneral Assembly adopted its resolution l8l (II) of 29 November 19̂ 7 for

tne partition cf Palestine and defined Israel's boundaries.



u

.Answer (5) /general question 3/

It has always; been our position that -che just settlement of the refugee

problem is embodied itr paragraph 11 of the General -Assembly resolution 19^ of

December 19̂ -3 which has been repeatedly reaffirmed by each and every

General .Assembly session ever since its adoption-

If a plan on the basis of that paragraph is presented for consideration to'

the parties concerned'_, its acceptance by the parties and the decrlarat;ion of .their •

intention-to implement' it in-good faith,,-.with adequate guarantee's-for its. foil

implementation, T,;Cald justify the implementation of the other provisions of the

resolution. - - .

j-.aswer (?) (3) /geceral questions 9 a ad ll/

We do not, believe that the establishes at of demilitarized zones is a

necessity. However, Jordan shall not oppose ohe establishment of such zones if

^hey are as~ride t;he boundaries .

.-.nsv/er (9) ^general question 15_/

la case demilitarized zones are established Jordsn accents that such zones be

supervised and maintained, by the United Nations.

.Answer (10) /general question l^/
~~ *

In view of our past experience v/ith Israel Bad her denunciation of four

agreements signed by her with- Arab States we consider thai: che icstrrumest to De-

signed by Jordan engaging her to carry OUT: her obligations_, would be addressed

~o the Security Council- Israel would likewise, sign acd address to the

Security Council an instrument engaging "her to carry out her obligations

=.ianating froa the Security Council resolution of 22 IToverber 19°7* The

e-dorsecenb by t;he Security Council of these documents would constitute the final

-unilateral act of agreement.



D- REPLY OF THE GOVHtfJMEHT 0? LEBANON

'Received by Ambassador Jarring in Moscow on 21 April

/Translated from French,/

In reply to the questionnaire which Your Excellency addressed to me on

it March" 1969.? I -have the honour, on "behalf of the -Lebanese Government., to inform

ycu of the foilowingr

Lebanon is essentially involved in. the general- -context: of the Israeli -Arab •

conflict - and,. therefore, in the consequences of -the war launched "by. Israel' on

5 -June 1967 - because of its bro-fcherly solidarity with the Arab States and of the

threats which are constantly directed at it by Israel.

Lebanon is justified in considering, however, that the armistice agreement

vhi^h it concluded with Israel on 23 .March 19̂ -9 remains valid, as indicated in its

9-7 to the Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission and as
-

ccnf irr.ed by U Thant, Secretary-General of the United Nations, in his report to

-he General .-.sse~bly cf 19 September 1967. In that report. Mr. Thant, referring

~z ~he ac-ual ~ext of the agreement, said that it could be revised or suspended

cnly by -ut,ual consent. In view of Lebanon's circumstances, ncv and in the past_,

~'~_s arnistice lines have, of course, never been changed. These, lines, it should

r= noted, correspond to the frontiers of Lebanon vhich have always- "been

internationally recognized in bilateral and multilateral diplomatic instruments

e.s veil as by the League of Nations and the United ZTations. Lebanon participated

actively in the drafting cf the- United Nations Charter and was acquitted in its

present fora and structure to membership in the Organization. Its frontiers have

::ct. undergone any de facto or de .jure alteration as a result of the cease-fire

iecisicns taken by the Security Council after 5 June 19o7-

It may be appropriate to state the above-mentioned facts, more particularly

vith a viev to explaining the nature and character of the only reply vhich we are

in a position to give to the questionnaire sent to us by Your Excellency on

1- : 'arch -I960.



I?.

j_n this rsply_, which reflects the. "cosition taken by Lebanon at inter-Arab

conferences, ve proclaim Lebanon's support of the position of the Arab States-

vhcse territory has been occupied by Israel and which hays accepted the Security

Council's decision of 22. November 19̂ 7.

The present note, is consistent with the spirit of the talks-which you. have

already held with various Lebanese .officials-. . . : . . ' . "

Acceptr Sir̂ J. the-assurances of. my highest consideration.-. ..' ' . . _^L"

. -. -...,, . ' . . . . . . . ... . J . - . , (Signed) - -Tousset" SALE2C . ' , . . -
. - Minister--forrForeign. Affairs-



; B. HEPLY OF THE C-GTZSJ^iENT 0? TEE U2JITED ARAB REPU3L1C

(Handed to Ambassador Jarring In Cairo by the Minister for Foreign.

Affairs of the United Arab Republic on 2.7 Marc's 19^9)

s . •

The memorandum handed to you on 5 March 19c9 during your- recent- visit to

Cairo clearly expresses the realities of the present" situation. In its - -;• ;; •

items 1 to- 7> the memorandum gives a clear restatement" of" the ..position of: the-

United Arab Republic -which is based on the- acceptance of the Security Council,

resolution-242 of 22 November 19̂ 7; and its readiness-to- carry-out the- ••' . " :

obligations emanating therefrom. :, ••-.'"" ,'.-.-

The memorandum, also clearly expounds Israel's persistance'.in rejecting

the Security Council resolution and its refusal to carry out its obligations

emanating from, it as veil as Israel's plans for annexation of Arab lands

through varj a policy not only prohibited by the Charter of the United Nations

but also violates the Security Council resolution voich specifically emphasizes

~he inacmissability of the acquisition of territory by war. It has become

obvious that Israel, in its endeavour to realise its expansionist aids, is no

linger satisfied -with the actual rejection of the Security Council resolution

cut actively >?orks against it.

The same memorandum also stages Israel's expansion plan as revealed by the

quoted s^atemen^s of Israeli leaders. 'Ihis plan aims at:

1. Annexation of Jerusalem; -

2. Keeping the Syrian Heights under its occupation;

~j. Occupation of the West Bank in Jordan .ana its complete domination,

practically terminating Jordan's sovereignty in that part;

4. Economic and administrative integration of the Gaza strip into Israel

and the systematic eviction of its inhabitants;

5* Occupation of Sharm Si-Sheikh .and the Gulf of Aqa'oa area as veil as

_the continued military presence in eastern part of Sinai;

6. The establishment of Israeli settlements in occupied territories,

Ihis Israeli position constitutes a flagrant violation and clear rejection

;f the Security Council resolution of 22 November 19o7 and of the peaceful

settlement for -hich it provides.



j.n the light of these undeniable tacts, ±. find it incumbent upon, cie 1:0 state

categorically, at the outset of the replies to the specific questions you

addressed to the United Arab Republic on 5 March 19̂ 9̂  that all the answers

of the United Arab Republic, •which reaffirm, its acceptance of- the Security Council

resolution and its readiness to carry out the obligations emanating from it . .

require., -like-wise, that Israel accept the resolution and carry out all its

obligations emanating from it and in particular -withdrawal from all Arab

territories it occupied as a result of its aggression of 5 June 1967.,

Question (l) _ ".". " ' . : . : . . . . - ...... .....

The United Arab Republic, as it has declared before, accepts the Security

Council resolution 2-2 (196?) and is ready to inplenent it in order to achieve

a peaceful and accepted settlement in accordance with tie provisions and

principles contained therein.

The United Arab Republic agrees TO pledge termination of all claims or

state of belligerency. Such a pledge becomes effective upon withdrawal of

Israel's forces from all Arab territories occupied as a result of Israel's

iggressicn of 5 June 1967.

A declaration by Israel terminating the state of belligerency would be

meaningful only when Israel withdraws her forces free all Arab territories it

occupied since 5 June

Question (3) ' ••'• ' • -

Cn 5 June 19°7̂  Israel launched its aggression against three Arab States

violating their sovereignty and territorial integrity. Acceptance by the

United- Arab Republic to pledge respect for and acknowledgement of the

r overeign-y, territorial integrity and political independence of every State £n

~ne area requires the termination by Israel of its occupation and the withdrawal

r:' its forces from all the Arab territories it occupied as a result' of its

^-gression of 5 June, and the full implementation of the Security Council

resolution of 22 November 1967.



-^uesticn

The United Arab Republic accepts the right of every State in the area "Co live

in peace -within secure and. recognised boundaries free from threats or acts of

force., provided that Israel withdraws its forces free, all Arab territories

occupied as a. result of its aggression of 5 June 1967̂  and implements the. '•

Security Council resolution of 22 November 1967.. ... • : ' , • . . " ,..-..... ..... ;'"-

Question

When the question of Palestine was brought "before the- United Nations, in •

19̂ 7, the General. Assembly adopted its resolution iSr of 29 ITovensber- 19̂ 7, for-

the partition of Palestine and defined !sraelTs boundaries.

question (6) /General question 7/'

We have declared our readiness to ir.ipler.eni; ail the provisions of the

Security Council resolution covering,, in^er alia, the freedom of navigation in

ir.-;ernational -.--aterways in the area; prov~Ldad that: Israel., like-wise, inipletnents

all provisions of the Security Couacil resolution.

Question [7) /General question QJ

It has always been our position that the JUST; settlement "of the refugee

problem is embodied in. paragraph 11 of the General Assembly resolution 19̂ - of

r-ecember 19̂ 8, -which has been unfailingly reaffirmed by each and every General

Asseably session ever since its adoption.

If a plan on the basis of that paragraph is presented for consideration.- to

the parties concerned, its acceptance by -che parties and the declaration of their

indention to implement it in good faith,,, vith adequate guarantees for its. full

irp-lerr.entaticn -rfould justify the implementation of the other provisions of the

Security Council resolution.

Questions' C81 . (9) /General questions 9 and 12/

v7s do not believe that the establishment c:

;-.-; cessi.-cy. ?Ic:-;ever, the United Arab Repabiic vill not oppose the establishment

~- ^uch zones if they are astride the boundaries,



IV-

--ĵ s-jon ' IP) /General question 1J5/

In case demilitarized zones are established the United Arab Republic accepts

~ha~ such, zones be supervised and maintained by the United Nations..

Question i'll) /General question l̂ /

In view of cur- past experience -with Israel and her denunciation, of four -

agreements signed by her -with Arab States, we consider that the instrument

to be signed by the United Arab Republic engaging her to carry out:, her --•

obligations., should, be- addressed to the Security Council. Israel should,

likewise, sign and address to the Security Council an instrument- engaging her

~o car™" cu~ her obligations emanating from the Security Council Resolution of

22 Ucvezcer IJcY- '3Tne endorsement by the Security Council of these documents

he final multilateral document.



1-2

MZMOIRE PRESENTED TO ISRAEL AtfD THE UNITZD A3A3 REPUBLIC
BY .AMBASSADOR JARSI2TG ON 8 FZ3RUAEY 1971 a/

_ have "been following with, a mixture of restrained, optimism and growing
concern the resumed discussions under my auspices for the purpose of arriving at
a peaceful settlement of the Middle East question. My restrained optimism arises
from the fact that in my view the parties are seriously defining their positions
and wish to move forward to a permanent peace. My growing concern is that each
side unyieldingly insists that the other make certain commitments before being
ready to proceed to the stage of formulating the provisions to be included in a
final peace agreement. There is, as I see it, a serious risk that we shall find
ourselves in the same deadlock as existed during the first -three years of my
mission.

~ therefore feel that I should at this stage make clear my views on what
I "relieve to be the nacsssar?/' steps to be taken in order to achieve a peaceful
ir.d 5_ccep-ed settlement in accordance with the provisions and principles of
ErrMri'cy Council resolution 2^2 (1967), which ~he parties have agreed to carry
~u~ in =11 its parts,

I have come to -he conclusion that the only possibility to break the
•' —"' "f;"~ deadlock arising from the differing views of Israel and. the United Arab
?.=p~-bli2 as to the priority to be given to commitments and undertakings - which
seems to me to be the real cause for the present immobility — is for me to seek
:rcm each side the parallel and simultaneous commitments which seem to be
inevitable prerequisites of an eventual peace settlement between them. It should
"hereafter be possible to proceed at once to formulate the provisions and terms
of a peace agreement not only for those topics covered by the commitments, but
vi~h equal t/riority for other topics,, and in- particular the refugee Question,

Specifically, I wish to request the Governments of Israel and the United
-rah Republic to make to me at this stage the following prior commitments
;i—J^taneously and on condition that the other party makes its commitment and

a/ in presenting the aide-memoire , Ambassador -jarring added the following
"~retat;ion:

'' — interpret practical security measures in the 3harm el -Sheikh
~re?. for guaranteeing freedom of navigation tiircus'n the Straits of
Iir?.n to mean arrangements for stationing a United iiations i<~>rce in
~ ".e =.rea for c.iis ourTJOse.7'
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subject to the eventual satisfactory determination of ?11 othar aspects of a
peace settlement, including in particular a just 3e"lement of the refugee
problem:

Israel would, give a commitment to withdraw Its farces from occupied
Y~ited Arab Republic territory to the former international boundary between
Zgypt and the British Mandate of Palestine on the understanding that
satisfactory arrangements are made for:

(a) Establishing demilitarized zones;

(b) Practical security arrangements in the Sharm el Sheikh, area for
fr-iaranteeing freedom of navigation through the Straits of Tiran; and

(c) Freedom of navigation through the Suez Canal.

The United Arab Republic would give a commitment to enter into a peace
agreement vith Israel and to make explicitly therein to Israel, on a reciprocal
basis, undertakings and acknowledgements covering the following subjects:

(a) Termination of all claims or states of belligerency;

(b.) Respect for and acknowledgement of each other's sovereignty, •
territorial integrity and political independence;

(c) Respect for and acknowledgement of each other's right to live in
peace within secure and recognized boundaries;

iriesponsibility to do all in their power to ensure that acts of
belligerency or hostility do not originate from or are not committed from, within
-'neir respective Territories against the papula-dor., citizens or property of the
iiiier party; and

(e) ribn-Interference in each other's domestic affairs.

In making the above-mentioned suggestion I am conscious that I am requesting
bc^h sides to make serious commitments but I am convinced that the present
situation requires me to take this step.

-10-



AIDI-::E:-:GI?-S PRESETTED 10 AMBASSADOR JARRIZTG BY TIS
UI7ETED ARA3 REPUBLIC 0?I 15 FEBRUARY 1971

_he united Arab Republic has informed. Your Excellency, that it accepts to
ry out - on a reciprocal basis - all its obligations as provided, for in.
-y Council resolution 2^2 (196?) with a view to achieving a peaceful
ment in the Middle East. On the same basis, Israel should carry out ̂  T its
zions contained in this resolution.

eferring to your aide-memoire of 8 February 1971, the United Arab Republic
give a commitment covering the following:

-, Termination of p~n claims of states of belligerency;

. Respect for and acknowledgement of each other's sovereignty, territorial
i~y and political independence*,

2- Respect for and acknowledgement of each other's right to live in peace
secure and recognized boundaries:,

Responsibility to do all in their power to ensure that acts of
-rerer.cy or hostility do not originate from or are committed from within the
c~iva territories against the population, citizens cr property of the other

~, Ilon-intarference in each other's domestic affairs.

The United Arab Republic would also give a commitment that:

•; . It ensures the freedom of navigation in the Suez Canal in accordance
the 1333 Constantinople Convention;

~. It ensures the freedom of navigation in the Straits of Tiran in accordance
Tne principles cf international law;

~. It accepts ~he stationing of a United nations Peace—keeping Force in the
el Sheikh; and

."•. To guarantee the peaceful settlement and the territorial inviolability of
!-•=.-$ in the area, the United Arab Republic would accept:

'-'. The establishment of demilitarized zones astride t'te borders in ecual

-':'-=' -establishment of a United nations Feace-'-ceenin^: Force in which the
nent me~cers of the CrC'.irity Council would participate.

-11-
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^sraal should, likewise, give a coroiaitnent to i^pierent all the provisions
.:' -l^urity roun::!! resolution 242 (1967). Hence, Israel should, give a cormitaent
- -'•'5rIng t;as foil3wing :

1- "."itJ-.ir2.val of its ariaed forces fron Sinai and the Gaza Strip;

2. Achievement of a .just settlement for the refugee problem in accordance
-:i~ri United. Nations resolutions;

3-. Temina-cion of all ciaijns of states of belligerency;

j-. Respect for and acknowledgement of each other's sovereignty, territorial .
Integrity and political, independence;

5- Respect for and acknowledgement of each other's right to live In peace
vithin secure and recognized boundaries; .

6. Responsibility to do all in their power to ensure that acts of "belligerency
cir hostility do not originate from or are committed from, within the respective
Territories against the population, citizens or property of the other- uarty; and

7- r-on-I-~erference In each other's domestic affairs; and

•5. To guarantee the peaceful settlement and the territorial inviolability of
every State in the area, Israel would accept:

(a) 'The establishment of demilitarized zones astride the borders in equal
ii.5~ar.ce5;

(b) The establishment of a United Nations Peace-keeping Force In which the
f-ur pemanen~ nerobers of the Security Council would participate.

T-rhen Israel gives these commitments, the United Arab Republic - will be ready
T- inter into z. peace agreement with Israel containing all the afore—-aeationed
ccligations as provided for In Security Council resolution 2̂ .2 (1967).

The United Arab Republic considers that the just and lasting peace cannot "be
realized without the full ana scrupulous iniplanentation of Security Council
resolution 2*i2 (1967) and the withdrawal of the Israeli armed forces from all t he-
Territories occupied since 5 June 1967-

-12-
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IC?! PEZSaiTED TO AMBASSADOR JAER1ITC-
3Y ISRAEL Oil 26 FEBRUARY 1971

Pursuant to our meetings on 8 February and 17 February, I an instructed to
::cnvey zo you, and through you to the United Arab Republic, the following:

Israel views favourably the expression by the United Arab Republic of its .
readiness to enter into a peace agreement with Israel and reiterates that it; is
prepared for meaningful negotiations on all subjects relevant to a peace agreement
be~veen the two countries. .,_" . •

The Government of Israel wishes to state that the peacs agreement to be
concluded between Israel .and the United Arab Republic should, inter alia, include .
the provisions set out below.

-"-• Israel would give undertakings covering the following:

1. declared and explicit decision, to regard "che conflict between Israel
and ~he United Arab Republic as finally ended, and termination of all claims and
= ~z.~=3 of war and acts of hostility or belligerency between. Israel and the United

2. Respect for and acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial integrity
=nd "olitical independence of the United Arab Republic;

3. Respect for and acknowledgement of the ris;h~ of the United Arab Republic
~o live in peace within secure and recognized boundaries;

-. Withdrawal of Israel armed forces from, the Israel-United Arab Republic
cease-fire line to the secure, recognized and agreed boundaries to be established
in ~he peace agreement. Israel will not withdraw to the pre-5 -June 19&"7 lines;

5- Is the natter of the refugees and- the claims of both parties in this
connexion, Israel is prepared to negotiate with the Governments directly involved
en:

, a) The paj/ment of compensation for abandoned lands and property;

(b) Participation in the planning of the rehabilitation of the refugees in
"he region. Gnce the obligation of the parties towards the settlement of the
rerr-gee issue have been agreed neither party shall be under claims from the other
in err, s is" em; with its sovereignty;

:: . The responsibility for ensuring that no war—like act, or act of vi
by ~~." crsanization., group or individual originates from or is coraitted in the
~orri~.~ry cf. Israel against 7;he population., armed forces or property of the
Vr.i':ed Arab Republic;



7. ITon-interference in the domestic affairs of the United Arab Rersublic;

3. lion-particitiation by Israel in hostile alliances against the United
Arib Republic an-i the prohibition of stationing of troops of other parties which
~=.intai:i a state of bslliser:ncy a-T^inst the United Arab Republic.

3. The United Arab. r̂ .e'C'-Lblic undertakings in the Tic3.ce agreement 7.rith Israel
--;.uld include:

1. Declared and explicit decision to regard the conflict between the United
Arab Republic and Israel as finally ended and termination of all claims and states
rf war and acts of hostility or belligerency between the United Arab Republic and

^T •
—- 5

2. Respect for and acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial Integrity
and political Independence of Israel;

3- Respect for and acknowledgement of the right of Israel to live In peace
vithin secure and recognised boundaries to be determined in the peace agreement;

k, The responsibility for ensuring that no war-like act, or act of violence,
by any organization, group or individual originates from or is committed in the
Territory of the United Arab Republic against the population, armed forces or
property of Israel;

5. lion-interference in the domestic affairs of Israel;

6. An explicit undertaking to guarantee free passage for Israel ships and
cargoes through the Suez Canal;

7. Termination of economic warfare in all its manifestations, including
boycott, and of interference in the normal international relations of Israel;

3. Non-participation bjf the United Arab Republic in hostile alliances
against Israel and the prohibition of stationing of troops of other parties which
maintain a state of belligerency against Israel,

The United Arab Republic and Israel should enter Into 'a peace agreement with
each ether to be expressed, in a binding treaty in accordance with normal
International law and precedent, and containing the above undertakings.

'The Government of Israel believes that new that the United Arab Republic has
Thrcush. Ambassador -Jarring expressed its willingness to encer into a peace
agreement with Israel, and both parties have presented their basic positions, they
should now pursue their negotiations in a detailed and concrete manner without
prior conditions so as to cover .-all the points listed In their respective
f.c currents with a view to concluding ?.. "peace aj^reement.
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1. The present report is submitted in pursuance of Security Council

resolution 351 (1975) of 20 April 1975 in which the Council requested the

Secretary- General to submit to it as early as possible a comprehensive

report giving a full account of the efforts undertaken by the United Nations

pertaining to the situation in the Middle East since June 19̂ 7 • The

Security Council also decided to meet following the submission of the

Secretary- General ' s report to examine the situation in the Middle East

and it requested the Secretary- General to invite his Special Representative,

Ambassador Gunnar Jarring, to be available during the Council1 s meetings

in order to render assistance to the Council in the course of its

deliberations .

I. UNITED NATIONS EFFORTS TO DEAL WITH PARTICULAR ASPECTS
OF THE MIDDLE EAST SITUATION

2. Although the main purpose of this report is to apprise the Security

Council of the efforts undertaken by the United Nations since 1967 in the

search for a peaceful settlement of the Middle East problem and in particular

of the activities of the Jarring mission, it may be useful first to recall

briefly the efforts made by the Organization to deal with particular aspects

of the situation in the Middle East.

A. Status of the cease-fire

5. Shortly after the outbreak of the hostilities on 5 June 1967, the

Security Council adopted two resolutions calling for an immediate cease-fire

(resolution 255 of 6 June and resolution 254 of 7 June 1967) . Following the

adoption of these resolutions, the Governments of Jordan, Israel, the UAR

and Syria successively announced their acceptance of the cease-fire. Fighting

stopped on the UAR and Jordanian fronts by 8 June and on the Syrian front on

10 June. At the cessation of hostilities the Israel forces had reached the
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east bank of the Suez Canal, except for the Port Puad area at the northern

tip, in the UAR; they also occupied the West Bank in Jordan and the western

part of the Golan Heights in Syria. No fighting took place between the Israel

and Lebansse forces and the 19̂ 9 Armistice Demarcation Line/has remaineaunaltered.

k. In order to make the cease-fire effective between the Israel and Syrian

forces, the Security Council passed two further resolutions on 9 an<3- 12 June

respectively (resolutions 2J5 and 2j6 (1967)). On the basis of these

resolutions and after obtaining the agreement of the two parties concerned,

the Secretary- General established a United Nations operation for the observation

of the cease-fire in the Israel-Syria sector. A similar operation was later

set up in the Suez Canal sector in pursuance of the consensus approved by the

Security Council on 9-10 July 1967 and with the agreement of both parties

concerned. Much later, at the request of the Lebanese Government, and after

the Security Council frpprnvod aW consensus of 19 April 1972, a third

observation operation was set up in the Israel- Lebanon sector, but on the

Lebanese side only. There is no machinery for the observation of the cease-

fire in the Israel- Jordan sector. On several occasions the Secretary- General

has drawn attention to the fact that in the absence of a decision by the

Security Council no such machinery could be established.

5. The responsibility for the cease-fire observation operations has been

entrusted to the Chief of Staff of the United Nations Truce Supervision

Organization in Palestine (UNTSO) and the United Nations military observers

assigned to that mission. At the same time, UNTSO has continued to maintain

the machinery for the supervision of the 19̂ 9 General Armistice Agreements, but
Ho

as Israel* h&e-dene\±ft«e€ those Agreements, UNTSO has been unable to carry out

those of its functions and duties relating to them.

6. Where cease-fire observation operations exist, United Nations military

observers are stationed in the cease-fire sectors, on both sides in the

Suez Canal and Israel-Syria sectors, and on one side only in the Israel- Lebanon

sector. The United Nations observers do not carry arms and have no enforcement

power. Their main function is to observe the situation in the cease-fire sectors

and report to the Security Council, through the Secretary- General, on violations

of the cease-fire they have observed, such as firing, exchanges of fire,

overflights and forward military movements. They may also

receive complaints from the parties and when the latter so request they may
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carry out inquiries on those complaints. It should be noted that they can

only observe developments within the observation range of the observation

posts. Air attacks and raids carried out by armed forces against targets far

behind the forward defended localities cannot be observed. When guerilla activity

takes place in a cease-fire sector, United nations observers are generally

unable to observe or identify the irregular forces involved.

7. Nevertheless, despite these shortcomings, the reports of the observers

have proved to be useful as an independent and impartial source of

information for the assessment by the Security Council of the situation

in the cease-fire sectors. It may also be pointed out that the presence of

United Nations observers in an area can be helpful in preserving the cease-fire

in ways other than reporting. The mere fact of their watchful presence can

be something of a deterrent to military activity, ĥey etin be-- in position

to /report on ijadiĉ 'fcions of̂ &he bmld̂ prŝ which-ofteji .precedejnilitary

t̂h thê part̂ s concerned Yhey can use peasss&sien to defuse

dangerous situations. When fighting does break out they can quickly intervene

11 the spot with opposing local commanders to arrange immediate cease-fires.

8. The Chief of Staff of UNTSO and the observers may also use their

(j/-̂  good offices to facilitate operations of a non-military nature in the cease-

fire sectors. For example, when a leak occurred in an oil pipeline between

the Israel and Syrian forward defended localities in November 1969 arrangements

were made, through UNTSO's good offices and safe conduct, for the necessary
~

inspection and repairs to be aade by technical personnel of the oil company

(S/7930/Add.57). Another example concerned the attempt made in January 1968

to evacuate the 15 ships stranded in. the Suez Canal. After the matter had

been raised by Ambassador Jarring with the UAR and Israel authorities as

one of the secondary problems which would contribute to an improvement of the

general atmosphere, the Chief of Staff of UNTSO , contacted the two parties

concerned to help carry out the proposed operation, but unfortunately his

efforts failed (S/T930/Add.63) .
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9. Ij/"̂ - ̂ oiiTigQ4 have been following the situation in the cease-fire

sectors very closely and have endeavoured through the exercise of my

good offices and appeals to the parties to reduce tension and prevent

escalation. In this connexion I should mention the efforts I made in

close cooperation with the President of the Security Council for the

release of the Syrian and Lebanese military and security personnel

abducted by Israel armed forces from Lebanese territory on 21 July 1972.

Those efforts initiated in June 1972 in the exercise of my good offices

were later specifically endorsed by the Security Council in its resolution

317 of 21 July 1972. Unfortunately, they have not as yet proved successful*

-Fill 1~ha.pki-Trg-Q? Irk**— Fte-rsayi f.y

10. When serious incidents break out, the parties themselves generally

bring them to the attention of the Security Council, giving, of course,

their own versions of them. In the most serious cases, one or both parties

concerned often - but not always - request a meeting of the Security Council

to consider the matter. A full account of the consideration of the various

incidents by the Security Council may be found in the Council' s own records

and need not be repeated here. However, for reference purposes a list of

the various meetings held by the Security Council on cease-fire matters

since June 1967, the complaints of the parties brought before it and the

decisions it has taken on them is given below;

(a) 136̂ -1366 meetings (8-9 July 1967) ;

Subject matter; UAR complaint concerning Israel violations
of the cease-fire in the Suez Canal sector on 8 July 19&7
and Israel complaint concerning UAR violations on the
same day.

Decision; Consensus of the Security Council of 9-10 July 1967
authorizing the Secretary-General to station United Nations
military observers in the Suez Canal sector with the agree-
ment of Israel and the UAR.
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(b) 1?69-1371 meetings (24-25 October 196?):

Subject matter: UAR complaint concerning Israel attacks against the
Suez area on 2k October 1967 and Israel complaint concerning
the sinking of the Israeli destroyer "Eilat" by Egyptian
forces on 21 October.

Decision; Resolution 2kO of 25 October 1967 condemning the violations
of the cease-fire and demanding that the Member States concerned
cease immediately all prohibited military activities in the
area and cooperate fully and promptly with UKTSO.

(c) llK)l-3A07 meetings (21-24 March 1968);

Subject matter; Jordanian complaint concerning Israel attacks against
the East Bank of Jordan on 21 March 1968 and Israel complaint
concerning continuous armed attacks against Israel from
Jordanian territory.

Decision; Resolution 248 of 2k March 1968 condemning the military
action launched by Israel, deploring all violent incidents
in violation of the cease-fire and declaring that such actions
of military reprisals and other grave violations of the cease-
fire could not be tolerated, and that the Security Council would
have to consider further and more effective steps as envisaged
in the Charter to ensure against repetition of such acts.

(d) llj.Q9-llj.12 meetings (?0 March - k April 1968):

Subject matter; Jordanian complaint concerning renewed Israel attacks
against the East Bank of Jordan on 29 March 1968̂ :̂ ' \sn*& &m\̂ U,-̂ .f
-̂Ĉ w**-"*-̂  ̂ sv̂ ŝ̂ *- viv-{.,!t-<XrC-/ el fL* Ofi-u - JV'\£ „

Decision; Statement by the President of the Security Council at the
15l2th meeting on h April 1968 to the effect that the members
of the Council were deeply concerned at the deteriorating
situation in the area and that the Council would keep the
situation under close review.

(e) ikjk-lkMo meetings (5-16 August 1968);

Subject matter; Jordanian complaint concerning Israel air attacks
against the Jordanian city of Salt on 4 August 1968 and Israel
complaint concerning continuous violations of the cease-fire by
Jordan.

Decision; Resolution 256 of 16 August 1968 condemning the further
military attacks launched by Israel and warning that if such
attacks were to be repeated the Council would duly take account
of the failure to comply with the present resolution.



(f) 3M6-1JJ-52 meetings (4-18 September 1968);

Subject matter; Israel complaints concerning an ambush laid by UAR
soldiers against an Israel patrol on the East bank of the Suez
Canal on 26 August 1968 and firing by UAR forces against Israel
forces on 8 September 1968, and UAR complaint concerning Israel
shelling of Port Tawfiq., Suez, Ismailia and Kantara on
8 September. Qf the Security council

Decisions; (i) Statement by the President/at the l̂ USth meeting on
6 September 1968 to the effect that the Council deeply
regretted the loss of life and requested the parties strictly
to observe the cease-fire;

(ii) Resolution 258 of 18 September 1968 insisting that
the cease-fire ordered by the Council must be rigorously
respected, reaffirming its resolution 242 (1967), and urging
all the parties to extend their fullest cooperation to the
Special Representative of the Secretary-General in the speedy
fulfilment of his mandate.

(g) 1̂ 56-1̂ 57 meetings (1-lt- November 1968);

Subject matter; UAR complaint concerning Israel air attacks against
civilian targets in upper Egypt and Israel complaint concerning
recent UAR attacks against Israel.

Decision: Rone.

(h) 1460-1462 meetings (29-31 December 1968):

Subject matter; Lebanese complaint against Israel air attack against
the Civil International Airport of Beirut and Israel complaint
concerning Lebanese assistance to irregular forces operating
from Lebanon against Israel.

Decision; Resolution 262 of 31 December 1968 condemning Israel for
its premeditated military action and issuing a solemn warning
to Israel that if such acts were to be repeated the Council
would have to consider further steps to give effect to its
decisions.

(i) 1*166-1̂ 75 meetings (27 March-1 April 1969);

Subject matter; Jordanian complaint concerning Israel air attacks
against the area of Salt on 26 March/and Israel complaint /19&9
against Jordanian violations of the cease-fire, including
assistance to terrorist groups operating against Israel from
Jordanian territory and shelling of Israeli villages by Jordanian
forces.

Decision; Resolution 265 of 1 April 1969 deploring the loss of civil-
ian life and damage to property, condemning the recent premeditated
air attacks launched by Israel on Jordanian villages and populated
areas and warning once again that if such attacks were to be
repeated the Council would have to meet to consider further more
effective steps as envisaged in the Charter to ensure against
repetition of such acts.
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(j) 1498̂ :1502 and 1504 meetings (15-26 August 1969);

Subject matter; Lebanese complaint concerning Israel air attacks
against villages in Southern Lebanon dn 11 August 1969 and
Israel complaint against intensified armed attacks against
Israel from Lebanese territory.

Decision; Resolution 270 of 26 August 1969 condemning the premeditated
air attack by Israel on villages in Southern Lebanon, deploring
all violent incidents in violation of the cease-fire and the
extension of the area of fighting, and declaring that such
actions of military reprisal and other grave violations of the
cease-fire eould not be tolerated and that the Council would
have to consider further and more effective steps as envisaged
in the Charter to ensure against repetition of such acts.

(k) 1557-15112 meetings (12-19 May 1970):

Subject matter; Lebanese complaint concerning Israel ground and
air attacks against Lebanon on 12 May 1970 and Israel complaint
concerning continuous armed, attacks against Israel from Lebanese
territory, >- • ~ " v "__' " ~"

Decisions; (i) Resolution 279 of 12 May 1970 demanding the immediate
withdrawal of all Israel armed forces from Lebanese territory;

(ii) Resolution 280 of 19 May 1970 deploring the failure
of Israel to abide by its resolutions 262 (1968) and 270 (1969),
condemning Israel for its premeditated military action, declaring
that such armed attacks could no longer be tolerated and repeating
its solemn warning to Israel that if they were to be repeated
the Council would consider taking adequate and effective steps
or measures in accordance with the relevant Articles of the Charter
to implement its resolutions.

(1) 1531 meeting (5 September 1970);

Subject matter; Lebanese complaint concerning Israel ground and
air attacks against Lebanon cri 4-5 September 1970.

Decision; Resolution 285 of 5 September 1970 demanding the complete
and immediate withdrawal of all Israel armed forces from.
Lebanese territory.

(m) l6k3-l6kk meetings (26-28. February 1972);

Subject matter; Lebanese complaint concerning Israel ground and
air attacks against Lebanon on 25 February 1972 and Israel complaint
concerning continuous armed attacks against Israel from Lebanese
territoryr ~~

- -- —."""1972
Decision; Resolution 515 °f 28 February/demanding that Israel

immediately desist and refrain from any grou'nd and air military
action against Lebanon and forthwith withdraw its military
forces from Lebanese territory.



(n) 1648-1650 meetings (25-26 June 1972);

Subject matter; Lebanese and Syrian complaints concerning Israel
ground and air attacks against Lebanon on 21, 22 and 25 June 1972
and Israel complaint concerning continuous armed attacks against
Israel from Lebanese territory.

Decision; Resolution Jl6 of 26 June 1972 calling upon Israel to
strictly abide by its resolutions and to refrain from all
military acts against Lebanon, condemning, while profoundly
deploring all acts of violence, the repeated attacks of Israel
forces on Lebanese territory and population, expressing the strong
desire that appropriate steps would lead to the release in
the shortest possible time of all Syrian and Lebanese military
and security personnel abducted by Israel- armed forces on
21 June 1972 on Lebanese territory and declaring that if those
steps did not result in the release of the abducted personnel, or
if Israel failed to comply with the present resolution, the
Council would reconvene at the earliest to consider further action.

(o) 1651-1655 meetings (18-21 July 1972);

Subject matter; Lebanese and Syrian complaints concerning the refusal
of Israel to release the abducted Lebanese and Syrian military
and security personnel in accordance with Security Council
resolution Jl6 (1972) and Israel request for the mutual release
of all prisoners of war.

Decision; Resolution 317 of 21 July 1972 reaffirming its resolution
316 (1972), calling on Israel for the return of the abducted
personnel without delay and requesting the President of the
Security Council and the Secretary-General to make renewed
efforts to secure the implementation of the resolution.

(p) 1661-1662 meetings (10 September 1972);

Subject matter; Lebanese complaint against Israel attacks against
Lebanon on 8 September 1972. ĵ nd Syrian complaint against Israel
attacks against Syria on the same day.

Decision; Hone.

(q) 1706-1711 meetings (15-21 April 1973);

Subject matter; Lebanese complaint concerning Israel raids in Beirut
and Sidon on 10 April 1973.

Decision; Resolution 332 of 21 April 1973 expressing deep concern
over and condemning all acts of violence which endangered or took
innocent human lives, condemning the repeated military attacks
conducted by Israel against Lebanon and calling upon Israel to
desist forthwith from all military attacks on Lebanon.



11. A review of the major incidents which have disrupted the cease-fire
since June 19&7 shows that guerilla activity has been involved in many cases

and this involvement has been a factor both in the maintenance of the cease-

fire and in the debates of the Security Council on this subject. It may also

be noted that some serious incidents were not brought before the Security

Council. Indeed, the most serious breakdown of the cease-fire was never

considered by the Council.

12. This breakdown concerned the fighting between the Israel and Egyptian
v/" 7̂ -"*"
A forces from the spring of 1969 until 7 August 1970. 2hxs*breakdown of the

cease-fire was due to the different positions of the parties concerning the
't£iK£frv^MS «>y
împlication of the Security Council resolutions. One side refused to continue to

observe the cease-fire which it regarded as in effect perpetuating foreign

occupation of its sovereign territory, while the other side contended that it

would observe the cease-fire as long as the other party was willing to do so.

When the first exchanges of fire took place in February 1969 ĥe Secretary-

General reported to the Security Council the concern expressed by the Chief of

Staff of UHTSO that continued firing in the Suez Canal sector, if not checked,

might result in a more serious breach of the cease-fire. Sodto, the^fighting

escalated and in the spring of 1970 reached ±dae- Ijevel of *a full^fleageaweir.-

During the whole period of the fighting the Secretary-General reported in

detail all the developments observed by the observers and appealed on several

occasions for an end to the hostilities. The fighting came to a sui&an end

on 7 August 1970 under a ̂ eaeef proposal initiated by the United States Government.

Under that proposal the Governments of Israel, Jordan and the United Arab

Kepublic agreed to designate representatives to discussions to be held under

Ambassador Jarring1s auspices and, in order to facilitate the latter1s task of

promoting agreement as set forth in Security Council resolution 2k2 (1967), they

undertook strictly to observe the cease-fire resolutions of the Council as from

7 August 1970 (see also paragraphs 6£T-6̂ > below).

15, This tragic episode underlines the fact that in the present circumstances
£j\LLf\-, uuja

the maintenance oft the./cease-fire Depends essentially on the agsap&efik of the
ft £̂ Ŝ T «*, /£L _ n/1̂ %

parties r>.ar\&&r<n&a/B"t-̂ e--ĝ ™̂e*yfc--'°Ĥ 3̂ĉ ^ in turn depends

on the prospects of achieving a just and accepted settlement of the Middle East
problem, and so long as such a settlement is not in sight the cease-fire will
remain precarious and unstable.



B. SITUATION IM OCCUPIED TERRITORIES

Ik. In the aftermath of the June 1967 hostilities, the Security Council on

Ik June 1967 adopted resolution 257 (1967) in which the Council called upon the

Government of Israel to ensure the safety, welfare and security of the

inhabitants of the areas where military operations had taken place and to

facilitate the return of those inhabitants who had fled the area since the

outbreak of hostilities, recommended to the Governments concerned the scrupulous

respect of the humanitarian principles governing the treatment of prisoners of war

and the protection of civilian prisoners in time of war contained in the Geneva

Conventions of 12 August 19̂ 9 and requested the Secretary- General to follow the

effective implementation of the resolution and to report to the Council. This

resolution was later endorsed by the General Assembly in its resolution

2252 (ES/V) of k July 1967.

15. On 6 July, the Secretary-General appointed Mr. Nils-Goran Gussing as his

Special Representative to obtain for him on the spot the information required for

the proper discharge of his responsibilities under these resolutions. The

Secretary- General issued a report on the mission on 2 October 1967 (A/6797-

8/8158), which set forth the findings of the Special Representative concerning

the safety, welfare and security of the population in the areas under Israel

control, the situation of displaced persons from those areas and the question of

the!r return, the treatment of prisoners of war and the question of minorities .

16. On 27 February 1968 the Commission on Human Rights adopted resolution 6 (XXIV)

in which it affirmed the right of all inhabitants who had fled since the outbreak

of hostilities in the Middle East to return and declared that the Governments

concerned should take the necessary measures to facilitate the return of those

inhabitants to their own country without delay.

17. In two notes dated 19 April and Jl July 1968 respectively (A/7085- 8/8553 and

A/71̂ -9- 3/8699) the Secretary- General informed the General Assembly and the

Security Council of his approaches to the Governments concerned in order to send
to . ,

a new Representative af the area under Security Council resolution 2J7 (1967) and

General Assembly resolution 2252 (ES-V) . The Secretary- General pointed out that

concern about humanitarian questions in the Middle Eastern area was frequently

brought to his attention, but since the termination of the Gussing mission there

had been no United Nations source of first-hand information on these problems.

Israel agreed to the proposed mission, but insisted that the special representative

should look into the situation of the Jewish communities in the Arab countries



in the area. The U.A.R., Jordan and Syria also accepted the Secretary-General's

proposal, but they emphasized that the mandate of the special representative

should be within the scope of the two above-mentioned resolutions and Syria made

it clear that this should not include the "so-called Jewish minorities in Arab

countries". In view of the difficulties concerning the scope and terms of

reference of the proposed mission, the Secretary-General concluded that there

was no basis at that time on which the mission could proceed.

18. On 27 September 1968 the Security Council adopted resolution 259 in which

it requested the Secretary-General urgently to despatch a special representative

to the Arab territories under military occupation by Israel following the

hostilities of 5 June 1967 and to report on the implementation of resolution 2J7

(1967). It also requested the Government of Israel to receive the special

representative of the Secretary-General^to cooperate with him and to facilitate f

his work and recommended that the Secretary-General be afforded all cooperation

in his efforts in this regard.

19. In a report dated 1̂  October 1968 (8/8851), the Secretary-General informed

-the Security Council that he was unable to give effect to the decision of the

Council. Israel had insisted that parallel assurances should be received from

the Governments of the Arab States that participated in the war that the special

representative would have the access and cooperation indispensable to the

fulfilment of his mission concerning the Jewish minoritie.s in their countries.
Uvg,

The Arab States had reiterated their opposition to include the question of Jewish

minorities in the mandate of the special representative.

20. At its twenty-third session the General Assembly, by its resolution

2¥*J (XXIII) of 19 December 1968, established a Special Committee ̂ efflgsseftrtof

jfahrcc members—^Ceylon, Somalia and̂ fageHSĴ vâ  to investigate Israeli practices

affecting the human rights of the population of the occupied territories. At

the following session the Assembly adopted resolution 25̂ 6 (XXIV) of 11 December

1969 in which, among other things, it expressed its grave concern at the

continuing reports of violation of human rights in the occupied territories, called

upon the Government of Israel to desist forthwith from the reported repressive

practices and policies towards the civilian population in those territories, and

requested the Special Committee to take cognisance of the provisions of the

Assembly's resolution.



21. The Government of Israel has Hpfuaed fee cooperate with the Special Committee

and has denied it access to the occupied territories. Since 1970 the Special

Committee has submitted three reports to the General Assembly (A/8089 in 1970,

A/8389 and Add.l in 1971, A/8828 in 1972). In those reports the Committee has

set forth its findings based on information it has been able to obtain from

sources from the occupied territories and has recommended, among other things,

that an alternate arrangement be made that would enable a direct and on the spot

investigation of allegations of violation of human rights and that a protecting

power be designated under the Geneva Convention for the population of those

territories. The General Assembly considered those reports at its 25th, 26th

and 27th sessions and each time it has requested the Special Committee to continue
AvA

its work and has called upon Israel to cooperate with the Special Committee,!to

facilitate its tasks (resolutions 2727 (XXV) of 15 December 1970, 2851 (XXVI) of

20 December 1971 and 3005 (XXVII) of 15 December 1972). In this connexion the

Assembly has also called upon Israel to rescind forthwith and desist from all

policies and practices affecting the human rights of the population of the

occupied territories and reaffirmed that all measures to settle the occupied

territories, including Jerusalem, were null and void.

22. The question of the return of displaced persons who had fled the occupied

territories has also been dealt with by the General Assembly in conjunction with

the problem of Palestine refugees (see paragraph 9" I below).



X

C. THE QUESTION OF JERUSALEM

2J. Following the June 1967 hostilities the question of Jerusalem was first

considered by the General Assembly at its fifth emergency special session.

By its resolution 2253 (ES-V) of k July 1967 and resolution 225*4- (ES-V) of

14 July 1967 the Assembly considered that the measures taken by Israel to

change the status of the city were invalid, called upon Israel to rescind

all measures already taken and to desist forthwith from taking any action

which would alter the status of Jerusalem, and requested the Secretary-General

to report to it and to the Security Council on the situation.

2k. In pursuance of the General Assembly's first resolution the Secretary-

General submitted a report to the Assembly and the Security Council (A/6753-

S/8052) on 10 July 1967 based on the information he had obtained from the

Israeli Government. C— < ~)

25. After the adoption of the second resolution, the Secretary-General

appointed Ambassador A. Thalmann of Switzerland as his Personal Representative

in Jerusalem in order to obtain information on the situation in the city.

The Secretary-General* s report on the activities of the Thalmann Mission was

submitted on 12 September 1967 (A/6793-S/81U6). The report contained a

description of the measures taken by the Israel Government in order to

integrate the parts of the city which were not under Israel control before

June 1967. In particular, it referred to a law passed on 27 June 1967

providing that the law, jurisdiction and administration of the State should

apply in any area of the State of Israel designated by the Government by

order, and to an order issued by the Government on the next day under which

the law, jurisdiction and administration of the State of Israel were in force

in the Old City and certain surrounding areas previously under Jordanian control.

26. On 27 April 1968 the Security Council adopted resolution 250 (1968)

which called upon Israel to refrain from holding a projected military parade

in Jerusalem on Israel's Independence Day &f/ 2 May. When the military parade

was held as scheduled, the Security Council adopted on 2 May 1968 resolution

251 (1968) which deeply-deplored the holding by Israel of the military parade

in Jerusalem i n~?fi vJFng'eft'cr of the unanimous decision adopted by the Security

Council on 27 April. On 21 May the Security Council adopted a third resolution

on Jerusalem (resolution 252 (1968)) in which it considered that all legislative



and administrative measures and actions taken by Israel, including expropriations

of land and properties thereon, that tended to change the legal status of

Jerusalem were invalid and could not change that status. It also urgently

called on Israel to rescind all such measures already taken and to desist

forthwith from taking any further action.

27. At the request of Jordan the Council met on JO June 19̂ 9 and adopted on

3 July resolution 267 (1969) in which it censured in- the ctrongfrgb-̂ feernrs

all measures taken to change the status of the city of Jerusalem, confirmed

that all legislative and administrative measures and actions taken by Israel

which purported to alter the status of Jerusalem were invalid and urgently called

once more upon Israel to rescind forthwith all measures taken by it which

might tend to change the status of the city and to refrain from all actions

likely to have such an effect. The Council also requested Israel to inform

the Council without any further delay of its intentions with regard to the

implementation of the provisions of the pa?eee**%-resolution and the Secretary-

General to report to the Council on this matter.

28. In pursuance of this resolution the Secretary-General submitted a

report on 5 December 1969 (S/9537) in which he transmitted the information

he had obtained from the Israel Government. That Government said, among

other things, that Jerusalem had been the focus of Israel's faith and

nationhood for 35000 years and had been Israel's centre of government for

two decades ancLthat it was inconceivable that Jerusalem should be torn

apart again ssd that any international interest could be served by pressing
f&Vw~

for the city to be dismembered.

29. A fire occurred at the Al Aqsa Mosque, in the Old City of Jerusalem,

on 21 August 1969 and caused extensive damage to the building.and at the

request of the Arab Governments and others, the Security Council met to

discuss this matter. In its resolution 271 of 15 September 1969, the Council

recognized that any act of destruction or profanation of the Holy Places,

religious buildings and sites in Jerusalem or any encouragement of, or connivance

at, any such act might seriously endanger international peace and security.

It determined that the execrable act of desecration and profanation of the

Holy Al Aqsa Mosque emphasized the immediate necessity of Israel desisting

from acting in violation of United Nations resolutions and rescinding forthwith
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all measures and actions taken by it designed to alter the status of Jerusalem

and called upon Israel to scrupulously observe the provisions of the Geneva

Conventions and international law governing military occupation and to refrain

from causing any hindrance to the discharge of the established functions of

the Supreme Moslem Council, including any co-operation that Council might

desire from countries with predominantly Moslem population and for Moslem

communities in relation'.to its plans for the maintenance and repair of the

Moslem Holy Places in Jerusalem. It also requested the Secretary-General to

follow the implementation of the resolution and report thereon to the Council.

30. In compliance with this request, the Secretary-General submitted a

report (S/9559) on 16 December 1969 based on information obtained from Israel.

The Israel Government charged that the genesis of the Council's resolution

was the fcblatautf attempt of Arab States to exploit the fire in the Al Aqsa Mosque

for propaganda purposes and to excite religious passions throughout the

Moslem World. It went on to say that the report of the Commission of Enquiry

appointed by the President of the Israel Supreme Court was published on

23 September 1969 and that the trial of Dennis Michael Rohan, accused of

arson in connexion with the fire, was still in progress.

31. At the request of Jordan, the Security Council met again on l6 September

1971 to consider the question of Jerusalem. By its resolution 298 (1971) of

25 September 1971 the Council reaffirmed its resolutions 252 (1968) and 267

(1969). It confirmed that all legislative and administrative measures taken

by Israel to change the status of the City of Jerusalem including expropriation

of land and properties, transfer of populations and legislation aimed at the

incorporation of the occupied sector were totally invalid and could not change

that status. Having reiterated its call on Israel to rescind all.such measures,

it requested the Secretary-General, in consufcation with the President of the

Security Council, to report to the Council as appropriate within 60 days on the

implementation of the resolution.

32. In his report dated 19 December 1971 (S/10392), the Secretary-General

stated that after consultation with the President of the Council, it had been

agreed that the best way of fulfilling his responsibilities under resolution 298

(1971) was through a mission of three members of the Security Council. He had

in mind as members of the mission the representatives of Argentina, Italy and

Sierra Leone. However, following an exchange of letters with the Government

of Israel, there had been no indication on the part of the Government of Israel



of its willingness to comply with the Council's resolution. Consequently,

it was not possible for the Secretary-General to fulfil his mandate.

33. On 23 April 1973 the Permanent Representative of Jordan addressed a
A/̂ OJzf-

letter to the Secretary-General fe/10919) in which he drew attention to

reports that the IsraeljL/Government intended to hold a large military

parade in Jerusalem on 7 May 1973 to celebrate the 25th Anniversary of the

establishment of Israel and that the parade would extend to the Arab sector

of Jerusalem. In this connexion, the President of the Security Council,

after consulting all Members of the Council, drew the attention of the

Permanent Representative of Israel on 27 April 1973 to the provisions of

Security Council resolutions 250 and 251 (1968) concerning the holding by

Israel of a military parade in Jerusalem in May 1968 (S/10922).

3k. In connexion with the question of Jerusalem, a reference should be
$

made to the status of Government House, which serve£ as headquarters of UNTSO.

At the outbreak of hostilities on 5 June 1967 Jordanian armed elements gained

access to the gardens of Government House. Subsequently Israel armed forces

occupied Government House itself and asked the Chief of Staff of UBTSO and

his staff to evacuate it on grounds of security. After lengthy negotiations

with the Secretary-General, the Israel Government agreed in August 1967 to

return to UNTSO Government House and part of its premises. Following an

exchange of letters with the Israel Permanent Representative (S/7930/Add.29)

the Secretary-General authorized the Chief of Staff of UNTSO and his staff to

move back into Government House on 23 August 1967. In so doing, the Secretary-

General made clear that thiSjaction was taken as a practical step only and
position

without effect upon the payfciwp of the United Nations that it had the right to

the exclusive and undisturbed occupancy and jpyanprgtw possession of the full

Government House compound as it was constituted on 5 June 19̂ 7 • Subsequently,

in an exchange of correspondence with the Permanent Representative of Israel

in 1971 concerning a master plan for new constructions in Jerusalem (A/8282-

S/1012̂  and Adds. 1 and 2), the Secretary-General reaffirmed the United Nations

position concerning Government House.



D. The Palestine .Refugee problem

35. The United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees

in the Hear East (UHRWA), established by the General Assembly in 19̂ 9, has

continued to provide assistance to Palestine refugees in the form of food,

shelter and health and educational services after the hostilities of June

1967, but as a result of those hostilities the Agency has been confronted

with new responsibilities and new problems.

36. At the beginning of June 1967 there were 1,3M,576 Palestine refugees

registered with UHRWA. Of these 722,687 were living in Jordan, lUU,390 in

Syria, 160,723 in Lebanon and 316,776 in *ke Gaza strip. As a result of

the hostilities about 180,000 refugees and 300,000 newly displaced persons

fled from the West Bank and the Gaza Strip to East Jordan; and about 17,000

refugees and 100,000 Syrians left the occupied Golan Heights for other parts

of Syria. Many of the displaced persons were in dire need of assistance

and UHRWA provided them with emergency relief, mainly in the form of rations,

blankets and temporary shelters. In occupied territories UHRWA has continued

to provide assistance to the refugees who had remained, but adjustments have

had to be made to deal with the new situation. While the Agency's relationship

with the Governments in the Arab host countries has remained unchanged, its

activities have been affected in some areas by the military and political

situation arising from the intensification of the Middle East conflict.

37. In its resolution 2252 (ES-V) adopted on k July 1967 during the fifth

emergency special session, the General Assembly commended the Commissioner-

General of UHRWA for continuing the activities of the Agency in the prevailing

situation and endorsed his efforts to provide temporary emergency assistance

to the newly displaced persons. The Assembly also welcomed Security Council

resolution 237 of lU June 19̂ 7 in which the Council, among other things, called

for the return of those inhabitants who had fled the areas of military operations

since the outbreak of hostilities.

38. Since the emergency special session, the General Assembly has periodically

considered the annual reports of the Commissioner-General on the activities of
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UKRWA (A/6713, A/7213, A/7611*, A/8013, A/8U13 and A/8713 and Corr.l)

and has invariably given its support to the Agency whose mandate has

been extended until 30 June 1975 /Resolutions 23*HA (XXII), 2U52B (XXIII),

2535A (XXIV), 2672A (XXV), 2792A (XXVI) and 2963A (mil)./. In this

connexion the General Assembly has given special attention to the financial

difficulties of UHRWA and has called for increased voluntary contributions

to meet the needs of the Agency. When the financial situation became critical

in 1970, the Assembly established a Working Group to study all aspects of the

financing of UHRWA /Resolution 2656 (XXV)/. At the twenty-seventh session

in 1972 the Assembly endorsed the conclusion of the Working Group that

further vigorous and constant fund-raising activities on behalf of UNRWA

were essential and requested it to continue its efforts, in cooperation

with the Secretary-General and the Commissioner-General, for the financing

of the Agency for a further period of one year.

39. When considering the refugee problem, the General Assembly has

repeatedly noted with regret that the repatriation or compensation of the

refugees as provided for by paragraph 11 of its resolution 19̂  (III) has

not been effected, that no substantial progress has been made in the

programme endorsed by its resolution 513 (VI) for the reintegration of

refugees either by repatriation or resettlement, and that therefore the

situation of the refugees has continued to be a matter of serious concern.

The Assembly has also noted with regret that the United Nations Conciliation

Commission for Palestine was unable to find a means of achieving progress

in the implementation of paragraph 11 of resolution 19̂  (ill) and has

requested the Commission to exert continued efforts towards this objective.

In its last report to the Assembly, dated 29 September 1972 (A/8830), the

Conciliation Commission indicated that the situation which had prevented

all progress towards the implementation of the General Assembly resolution

remained essentially unchanged. The Commission expressed its determination

to resume its endeavours as soon as it was possible to carry forward its

work, while pointing out that its ability to do so would depend not only

-on an amelioration of the situation, but also on the willingness of the

parties to cooperate with it.
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Uo. In conjunction with its consideration of the problem of the

Palestine refugees the General Assembly has also adopted in 1969,

1970, 1971 and 1972 resolutions in which it recognizes that that

problem has arisen from the denial of their inalienable rights under the

United Nations Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and

the full respect for the inalienable rights of the people of Palestine is

indispensable for the establishment of a just and lasting peace in the

Middle East /.Resolutions 2535B (XXIV), 2672C (XXV), 2792D (XXVI) and

2963E (xmi)/.
Ul. The plight of the displaced persons who have fled from the occupied

territories since June 1967 has also received the continued attention of

the General Assembly. The Assembly has repeatedly called upon the Government

of Israel to take effective and immediate steps for the return without delay

of the displaced persons to their homes and camps. In his reports to the

Assembly on this subject, the Secretary-General has transmitted the information

he has received from the Israel Government. According to the latest information

received^which was dated 8 August 1972 (A/8786), more than Uo,000 displaced

persons have returned to their homes since 1967. The Israel Government also

indicated that the conditions prevailing in the area did not permit a large-

scale return of displaced persons and that the extent and rapidity with

which the return could be facilitated was inevitably affected by the political

and security conditions. The Commissioner-General in his statement to the

Special Political Committee during the 27th session of the General Assembly

indicated that among the approximately 1*0,000 displaced persons who.returned
r

•be- their fomnog plaBe-ef-'regĵ eaee some 3,000 were UMRWA refugees.

k2. Another specific question considered by the General Assembly concerns

the refugees in the Gaza Strip. In 1971 the Commissioner-General of UHBWA

submitted a special report (A/8383 and Add.l) on operations recently carried

out by the Israel military authorities in the Gaza Stripywhich resulted in

s\ the demolition of large numbers of shelters in refugee camps and the removal
Gm̂ n/̂ yQ. -'*?TXi=t-~

of {Qwest J.5VOOO refugees from those camps. Regarding this problem the

i General Assembly has twice called upon Israel to desist from further destruction



of refugee shelters and from further removal of refugees from their

present places of residence and to take immediate and effective steps

for the return of the refugees concerned to the camps from which they

had been removed and to provide adequate shelters for their accommodation

/Resolution 2792C (XXVI) and 2963C (XXVII)/. The Assembly has also called

upon Israel to desist from all measures that affect the physical structure

and the demographic composition of the Gaza Strip. On 15 September 1972

the Secretary-General submitted a report on this subject (A/88lU) to the

General Assembly, which was based on the information he had received from

the Israel Government and the Commissioner-General of UHRWA. The Israel

Government indicated that the measures taken by the Israel authorities were

necessitated by security considerations and that where shelter had to be

demolished, all possible safeguards were taken to avoid undue hardship to

the inhabitants of the affected shelters. The Commissioner-General of UHRWA

( j reported that.further demolitions with their attendant removal of refugees

\

/ had taken place since August 1971» although there were some demolitions of
ITJ/ individual shelters as a punitivê pr deterrent measure. The Commissioner-

General also indicated that according tp the Agency's information many

"̂refugees affected by the demolitions were still living in unsatisfactory

V conditions and that he was pursuing this matter with the Israel authorities.
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II. THE SEARCH FOR A SETTLEMENT

Adoption of Security Council resolution 2k2 (1967)

ij. In the discussions in the Security Council and in the General
Special

Assembly at its Fifth Emergency/Session folloving the hostilities of

June 1967, the view was widely held that not only should the immediate

effects of those hostilities be dealt with, but that the time had come

for a peaceful settlement of all aspects of the Middle East situation.

Several proposals giving recognition to this idea in one form or another

were put forward, but none obtained the necessary majority.

&U. In November 19̂ 7, the Security Council considered several proposals

relating to the establishment of a just and lasting peace in the Middle

East and on 22 November 1967 adopted resolution 2U2 (1967), the text of

which reads as follows:

/text of resolution 2**2 (1967_)_7

Activities of the Special Representative
from December 1967 to May 1968

k$. On 23 November 1967 the Secretary-General reported to the Council

(S/8259) that he had invited Ambassador Gunnar V. Jarring of Sweden to

accept the designation as the- Special Representative mentioned in paragraph 3

of the Council's above-mentioned resolution. Ambassador Jarring accepted this

designation and arrived at United Nations Headquarters on 26 November,

where he entered into consultation with the representatives of Israel,

Jordan, Lebanon and the United Arab Republic (Syria, the other State

concerned, did not at that stage or later accept the Security Council

resolution). After those consultations with the parties, Ambassador Jarring

established the headquarters of the United Nations Middle East Mission

in Cyprus.



k6. When the Special Representative first met with the parties in

December 19&7, ̂ e found that the Israeli Government was of the firm

view that a settlement of the Middle East question could be reached only ,

through direct negotiations between the parties culminating in a peace

' V vtreatyyand that/fthere could be no question oaffwithdrawal of their forces
rSpM tŷ  6Ur HSte&̂ &̂ .̂ "~——•---• ~~~/ ~̂ " "
'pr'ior to such a settlement. On 27 December, t£e Minister for Foreign

L V Affairs of TirirT Tj|TT̂ ~ft1i1tM I'jjftmi communicatre<§k/6o the Special Representative

a proposal that Israel and the United Arab Republic representatives should,

as a first step, discuss an agenda for peace covering such items as the

replacement of cease-fire arrangements by peace treaties, the determination

of agreed territorial boundaries and security arrangements, free

navigation in the Suez Canal and the Gulf of Aqaba and the institution of

normal economic relations.

•̂7. The United Arab Republic and Jordan, for their part, insisted that

there could be ™̂̂ "°o+1';m--Vtfjf:1''' «"""«= ••''-"•.o between the parties until the

Israeli forces had been withdrawn to the positions occupied by them prior

to 5 June 1967. Reacting specifically to the Israeli proposals for

discussing an agenda for peace, the Minister,for Foreign Affairs of the

; United Arab Republi the withdrawal of

Israel's forces to the positions held prior to June 19&7 was a basic and

preliminary step to a peaceful settlement in the Middle East.

^8. An Israeli proposal for discussions on an agenda for peace with Jordan

was submitted to the Special Representative on 7 January 1968. It followed

the same general lines as the proposal for the United Arab Republic but

added the topics of the solution of the refugee problem and access to
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of special religious significance. The Israeli Government also -.

statedffthat it was urgent that breaches of the cease-fireAmd activities ,
-p / • ̂ ~ f . TfiA Ŝ~\ j
^ ' by El Fatah and other such organizationsVshould be suppressed.

ft?). The proposals, when communicated to the Jordanian authorities by the

Special Representative, were objected to in the same way as the proposals to

the United Arab Republic had been.

50. Faced with these conflicting positions, the Special Representative sought

to obtain from the parties an assurance that they would implement Security

Council resolution 2^2 (1967), in the hope that such a declaration would be

regarded as a basis for subsequent discussions between the parties. The

Israeli Foreign Minister indicated his Government's acceptance of the

Security Council's call in its resolution of 22 November for the promotion

of agreement. Israel was willing to negotiate on all matters dealt with in

the resolution, which was a framework for agreement, which must take the

form of bilateral contractual commitments. The time had come for meaningful

^negotiations, which the Israeli Foreign Minister agreed might at first be

of an indirect character, provided that there was a later stage of direct

negotiation and agreement. D\/n/r 2

51. The United Arab Republic Foreign Minister gave repeated assurances that

the United Arab Republic was ready to implement the Security Council

resolution as a whole and to fulfil its obligations under it, but stated that

it would not accept direct negotiations. The United Arab Republic accepted

indirect negotiations; however, the first step must be an Israeli declaration

"in clear language" that it would implement the Security Council resolution.



58. The Jordanian authorities expressed a similar point of view to the

Special Representative.

5J. At the beginning of March 1968, after consultations with the

Secretary-General, the Special Representative informally presented to the

parties, to ascertain their reactions, a draft letter from himself to the

Secretary-General, which would be worded as follows:

"The Governments of Israel and the United Arab Republic /Jordan/

have both indicated to me that they accept Security Council resolution

2^2 (1967) of 22 November 1967 for achieving a peaceful and accepted

settlement of the Middle East question and intend to devise arrangements,

under my auspices, for the implementation of the provisions of

the resolution.

"The two Governments have expressed their willingness to

co-operate with me in my capacity as Special Representative of the

Secretary-General in the discharge of my tasks of promoting agreement

and achieving such a settlement.

"In view of the urgency of the situation and with a view to

expediting efforts to reach settlement, I have invited the two

Governments to meet with me, for conferences within the framework

of the Security Council resolution, in Nicosia. I have pleasure in

informing you that the two Governments have responded favourably

to this invitation."

$h. In the ensuing two months, Ambassador Jarring paid repeated further

visits to the countries concerned with a view to obtaining their acceptance

of the idea of meetings under his auspices. Israel eventually accepted,



without conditions, the text proposed by the Special Representative.

Jordan and the United Arab Republic continued to press for a more

precise declaration by Israel of its willingness to implement the

resolution.

55. Eventually the Jordanian authorities indicated that they would

accept the text of the Special Representative's draft text provided the

invitation was to meetings in New York, a change of venue that was not

acceptable to Israel. Finally on 9 May, the United Arab Republic Foreign

Minister reaffirmed the readiness of his country's Permanent Representative

to the United Nations in New York to meet with the Special Representative

to continue the contacts which the latter had been having with the

parties for the implementation of resolution 2k2 (1967). In that

connexion, he referred to previous suggestions for a -timetable for the

implementation of the resolution. The United Arab Republic Foreign Minister

repeated that the United Arab Republic was ready to implement the resolution

as a whole and as a "package deal". It insisted, however, that Israel should

do likewise, including complete withdrawal.

.56, Ambassador Jarring was faced with a position where there was now

agreement, though clearly with considerable differences of interpretation,

on the first two paragraphs of his proposed invitation, but where there was

disagreement on the third paragraph containing the actual invitation. Further

journeying backwards and forwards between the various countries was unlikely

to be productive. £Br,̂ "rifi"'l'fcqrt.jjdn,
G T-"'+II +IIQ ^myfrii-ir nn™»ra.i. he considered

with the

-lt-was-£elt-^fefegfe-a fiucbd acceptantre--efe£&ined- by -sue-1



not be_,helpful. Instead it was decided that the

without a formal invitation^by TOIC^--—

Special -Rtf l/uia Liifa Special

which it" v/utEla Be (announced that ne Special Kepresentamve was ̂ arriving

k—for—CDTisTTltaTions in continuation of his mission.

'./During his stay in the area, the Special Representative visited Beirut

on three occasions. The Lebanese Government expressed its full support for a

solution according to Security Council resolution 2*+2 (196?). Lebanon,

however, had no territory under occupation and therefore did not have the

same detailed involvement in the settlement as the United Arab Republic and

Jordan. The Special Representative did not visit Syria, whose Government,

as noted above, had not accepted the Security Council resolution.

$S, Ambassador Jarring left the area on 10 May 1968 and arrived at

Headquarters on 15 May 1968.

Activities of the Special Representative
from May 1968 to June 1970

5.9. Ambassador Jarring held inconclusive discussions with the Permanent

Representatives in New York in May and June 1968, resumed direct contact

with the parties in the Middle East in August and September and held

discussions in Hew York with the Foreign Ministers of the parties during

the 1968 session of the General Assembly. In the course of these discussions,

the positions of the Governments of Israel and the United Arab Republic

were set out in written statements, which made clear the essential differences

between them. On the one hand, Israel regarded the Security Council
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resolution as a statement of principles in the light of which the

parties should negotiate peace and, on the other hand, the United Arab Republic

considered that the resolution provided a plan for settlement of the

Middle East dispute to be implemented by the parties according to modalities

to be established by the Special Representative. It was also abundantly clear

that there was a crucial difference of opinion over the meaning to be attached to

the withdrawal provisions of the Security Council resolution, which according

to the Arab States applied to all territories occupied since 5 June 196?

and according to Israel applied only to the extent required when agreement

had been reached between the parties on secure and recognized borders between

them.

|iG. The Special Representative made two further visits to the Middle East;

first in December 1968 and secondly in March and April 1969. On the latter

occasion, he submitted a series of questions to the parties and received

detailed replies giving their attitudes towards the various provisions

of resolution 2̂ 2 (1967). -

&1, It had been the hope of Ambassador Jarring, in submitting his questions,

that the replies might show certain encouraging features which might make it

possible to invite the parties for a series of meetings between them and him.#HKHM/I>K
at some mutually convenient place. MTr^rtimntirlrc.t*i" replies were in

general a repetition of attitudes already expressed to Ambassador Jarring

on numerous occasions from the beginning of his mission. They showed
continued serious divergencies between the Arab States and Israel both as

regards the interpretation to be given to the Security Council resolution

and as to tbe procedures for putting its provisions into effect.

I/ For the text of the questions and replies,
annex I.



:6'2.. Ambassador Jarring returned to Headquarters from 12 September to

8 October 1969 and from 10 to 26 March 1970, but found no new elements which

would permit him to organize active discussions with the parties.

:6"5» On 3 April I9&9, the Permanent Representatives of France, the Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern

Ireland and the United States of America began a series of meetings on the

Middle East question aimed at arriving at a common interpretation of Security

Council resolution 2^2 (1967) and a common formulation of the general provisions

of a peaceful settlement. The meetings continued at various intervals up to

•V September 1971. After each such meeting, the Chairman r-e-pertred-̂ fe«- the Secretary-

General on the substance of the discussions and he-kept Ambassador Jarring informed.

.6'k. It should be noted that this period of relative inactivity of the mission

coincided with the renewed hostilities in the Suez Canal sector (see

paragraph above).

The United States proposal for discussions under
the Special Representative's auspices

In June 1970, the Government of the United States of America proposed

£. || to the Governments of Israel, Jordan and the United Arab Republic that they
nil

should each advise Ambassador Jarring as follows:

(a) that having accepted and indicated their willingness to carry out

resolution 2^2 in all its parts, they will designate representatives to

discussions to be held under his auspices, according to such procedure and

at such places and times as he may recommend, taking into account as appropriate

each side's preference as to method of procedure and previous experience

between the parties;

(b) that the purpose of the aforementioned discussions is to reach

agreement on the establishment of a just and lasting peace between them



based on (l) mutual acknowledgement by the United Arab Republic, Jordan

and Israel of each other's sovereignty, territorial integrity and political

independence, and (2) Israeli withdrawal from territories occupied in the

1967 conflict, both in accordance with resolution 2̂ 2;

(c) that, to facilitate his task of promoting agreement as set forth

in resolution 2̂ 2, the parties will strictly observe, effective 1 July at

least until 1 October, the cease-fire resolutions of the Security Council.

66. Having been informed by the United States Government that the States

concerned had accepted its peace initiative, the Secretary-General invited

Ambassador Jarring to return immediately to Headquarters, where he arrived

on 2 August. The Secretary-General informed the Security Council in a note

dated 7 August (S/99Q2) that Ambassador Jarring had received confirmation

from the Permanent Representatives of those States of their acceptance and

that he had addressed to him a letter as described above. The Secretary-

General was informed by the United States Representative that his Government

had received the acceptance of the Governments of the United Arab Republic

and Israel to a standstill cease-fire for a period of ninety days from

a f 2200 GMT on the same day. Ambassador Jarring and the Secretary-General had

previously been informed by Secretary of State Rogers that his Government V

would take responsibility for organizing the standstill cease-fire. V

6*7» Ambassador Jarring at once entered into contact with the parties and,

after considering their views on the time and place of the discussions, on

21 August 1970 addressed 1po them invitations to take part in discussions

opening at New York on 25 August 1970. He met on the appointed day with

representatives of each of the parties. However, the Permanent

Representative of Israel, who /...



had been designated by Israel as its representative for the initial

phase of the talks, then stated that he had been instructed by his

Government to return to Israel for consultations. On his return on

8 September, he communicated to Ambassador Jarring the decision of his

Government not to participate in the talks under Ambassador Jarring 's

auspices so long as the cease-fire standstill agreement was not observed

in its entirety. Israel claimed that the Government of Egypt had

violated the agreement. The discussions were thus terminated for the

time being.

The General Assembly debate of October-November 197P

68. On 26 October 1970, the General Assembly, which had had the situation

in the Middle East on its agenda since 1967, but had not discussed it,

resumed consideration of the question at the request of the United Arab

197

Republic. —

On ^ November the General Assembly adopted resolution 2628 (XXV)

jA by which it: (l) reaffirmed that the acquisition of territories by force
~

was inadmissible and that, consequently, territories thus occupied must be

restored; (2) reaffirmed that the establishment of a just and lasting peace

in the Middle East should include the application of both the following

principles: (a) withdrawal of Israeli armed forces from territories occupied

in the recent conflict; (b) termination of all claims or states of belligerency

and respect for and acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial integrity

and political independence of every State in the area and their right to live

in peace within secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acts

of force; (3) recognized that respect for the rights of the Palestinians

I/ For a detailed account of the debate see Official Records
of the General Assembly, Twenty-sixth Session, Supplement No. 1
(A/81*01), pp. 5-10.



was an indispensable element in the establishment of a just and

lasting peace in the Middle ĵ ast; (M urged trie speedy implementation

of Security Council resolution 2k2 (1967), which provided for the peaceful

settlement of the situation in the Middle Zast in all its parts; (5)

called upon the parties directly concerned to instruct their representatives to

resume contact with, the Special Representative of the Secretary-General

in order to enable him to carry out, at the earliest possible date, his

mandate for the implementation of the Security Council resolution in all

its parts; (6) recommended to the parties that they extend the cease-fire

for a period of three months in order that they nicht enter into talks

under the auspices of the Secreta^-General' s Snecial Representative vith

a view to giving effect to resolution 2';2 (19?"''); (7) requested the Secretary-

general to report to the Security Council within a neriod of two months and

to the General Assembly as appropriate on the efforts of the Special

Representative and on the implementation of resolution 2^2 (1967); and

(3) requested the Security Council to consider, if necessary, making

arrangements, under the relevant articles of the Charter, to ensure

the implementation of its resolution.

The resumption of the discussions

TO. Immediately following the adoption of General Assembly resolution

2628 (XXV), Ambassador Jarring entered into contact with the representatives

of the parties in order to invite them to re-enter into talks under his

auspices for the purpose of reaching agreement on the establishment of a

just and lasting peace. The representatives of Jordan and the United Arab

Republic informed him that their Governments continued to be willing to do
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so: the representative of Israel stated that the matter was under

consideration in the Israeli Cabinet.

~7/s£&r. On 30 December, Ambassador Jarring received in Moscow a message

from the Foreign Minister of Israel in which the latter informed him of

uV-̂ -*Tij,s readiness of the Government of Israel to resume its participation in
.̂tz.

the talks.—

. On \ January 1971, the Secretary-General issued a comprehensive

report covering the activities of his Special Representative up to

that date. That report covers the same material as has been given

in this section, but in somewhat greater detail.
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The holding of discussions under the Special
Representative's auspices (January-March 1971)

Zy step towards peace lay in an Israeli commitment to evacuate all Arab territories.

12. Ambassador Jarring felt that at this stage of the talks he should make
clear his views on what he believed to be the necessary steps to be taken in
order to achieve a peaceful and accepted settlement in accordance with the
provisions and principles of Security Council resolution 2U2 (1967), which the
parties had agreed to carry out in all its parts. He reached the, conclusion,
which I shared, that the only possibility of breaking the imminent deadlock
arising from the differing views of Israel and the United Arab Republic as to tlr
priority to be given to commitments and undertakings - which seemed to him to be
real cause for the existing immobility in the talks - was for him to seek from es
side the parallel and simultaneous commitments which seemed to be inevitable
prerequisites of an eventual peace settlement between them. It should thereaftei
be possible to proceed at once to formulate the provisions and terms of a peace
agreement not only for those topics covered by the commitments, but with equal
priority for other topics, and in particular the refugee question.

13. In identical aide memoires handed to the representatives of the United Arab
Republic and Israel on 8 February 1971 Ambassador Jarring requested those
Governments to make to him certain prior ccrmitF.ents. Ambassador Jarring'-
initiative was on the basis that the ccir.mitrr.ents should be made simultaneously
and reciprocally and subject to the eventual satisfactory determination of all
other aspects of a peace settlement, including in particular a just settlement
of the refugee problem. Israel would give a commitment to withdraw its forces fi
occupied United Arab Republic territory to the former international boundary
between Egypt and the British Mandate of Palestine. The United Arab Republic
would give a commitment to enter into a peacae agreement with Israel and to make
explicitly therein to Israel, on a reciprocal basis, various undertakings and
acknowledgements arising directly or indirectly from paragraph 1 (ii) of Securitj
Council resolution 2^2 (1967). (For the full text of the aide-menoires, see
annex I.)

lU. On 15 February, Ambassador Jarring received from the representative of the
United Arab Republic an aide-memoire in which it was indicated that the United
Arab Republic would accept the specific commitments requested of it, as well as
other commitments arising directly or indirectly from Security Council
resolution 2*4-2 (1967)": If Israel would: give, likewise, commitments covering

as secure and recognized boundaries, withdrawal and additional arrangements for
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to -withdraw from all Arab territories occupied in June 19&7. Furthermore in the
view of the United Arab Republic Israel had not committed itself to the
implementation of the United Nations resolutions relevant to a just settlement
'to the refugee problem.

*'%*

The papers received by Ambassador Jarring from Israel and Jordan relating
to peace between these two countries showed a similar divergence of views. Israel
'stressed the importance of Jordan's giving an undertaking to enter into a peace
agreement with it which would specify the direct and reciprocal obligations
undertaken by each of them. Jordan emphasized the inadmissibility of the
acquisition of territory by war aid expressed the view that the essential first
step towards peace lay in an Israeli commitment to evacuate all Arab territories.

i
ibS. Ambassador Jarring felt that at this stage of the talks he should make
clear his views on what he believed to be the necessary steps to be taken in
order to achieve a peaceful and accepted settlement in accordance with the

I provisions and principles of Security Council resolution 2^2 (1967), which the, 7
parties had ^agreed to carry out in all its parts. He reached the. conclusion ,̂ Vhich •
S -G share&SL "that the only possibility of breaking the imminent deadlock the

"arising from^e differing views of Israel and the United Arab Republic as to the
priority to be given to commitments and undertakings - which seemed to him to be the
real cause for the existing immobility in the talks - was for him to seek_jfrom each^
side the parallel and simultaneous commitments which seemed"" to_ be" inevitable
pr er equisltes" " oF~an event uaT"̂ e ac e settlement between them. It should thereafter
be possible to proceed at once to formulate the provisions and terms of a peace
.agreement not only for those topics covered by the commitments, but with equal
.priority for other topics, and in particular the refugee question.

In identical aide memoires handed to the representatives of the United Arab
.Republic and Israel on 8 February 1971 Ambassador Jarring requested those
j Governments to make to him certain prior ccr.mitr.ents. Ambassador Jarring1 E
i initiative was on the basis that the commitments should be made simultaneously
; and reciprocally and subject to the eventual satisfactory determination of all
other aspects of a peace settlement, including in particular a just settlement
of the refugee problem. Israel would give a commitment to withdraw its forces from

i occupied United Arab Republic territory to the former international boundary
'between Egypt and the British Mandate of Palestine. The United Arab Republic
would give a commitment to enter into a peacĵ e agreement with Israel and to make

I explicitly therein to Israel, on a reciprocal basis, various undertakings and
acknowledgements arising directly or indirectly from paragraph 1 (ii) of Security
Council resolution 2^2 (1967). (For the full text of the aide-memoires, see

T >n i n)in --- T- cw
j-lJ*-. On 15 February, Ambassador Jarring received from the representative of the
i United Arab Republic an aide-memoire in which it was indicated that the United
Arab Republic would accept the specific commitments requested of it, as well as
other commitments arising directly or indirectly from Security Council

! resolution 2U2 (1967). If Israel would give, likewise, commitments covering
'its own obligations under the Security Council resolution, including commitments
j for the withdrawal of its armed forces from Sinai and the Gaza Strip and for
the achievement of a just settlement for the refugee problem in accordance with
United Nations resolutions, the United Arab Republic would be ready to enter into
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"a peace agreement with Israel. Finally the United Arab Republic expressed the
view that a just and lasting peace could not be realized without the full and
scrupulous implementation of Security Council resolution 2U2 (196?) and thê
'withdrawal of the Israeli armed forces from all the territories occupied since
'5 June 1967. (For the full text of the United Arab Republic reply, see -
JA/nsiliiUn/jnlin:], nniii'T IT.) <0-ŵ v-v*o£- TT/T , )
15. On IT February, Ambassador Jarring informed the Israeli representative of the
contents of the United Arab Republic reply to his aide-memoire,

16. On 26 February, Ambassaor Jarring received a communication from- the
representative of Israel, in which, without specific reference to the commitment
'which he had sought from that Government, Israel stated that it viewed favourably
'"the expression by the United Arab Republic of its readiness to enter into a
'peace agreement with Israel" and reiterated that it was prepared for meaningful
negotiations on all subjects relevant to a peace agreement between the two

1 countries. Israel gave details of the undertakings which in its opinion should
.be given by the two countries in such a peace agreement, which should be
.expressed in a binding treaty in accordance with normal international law^
land precedent. Israel considered that both parties, having presented their
'basic positions, should now pursue the negotiations in a detailed and concrete
i manner without prior conditions.

. On thê &̂Ĝ iquNuestion of withdrawal on which Ambassador Jarring had sought
a commitment from Israel, the Israeli position was that it would give an^

i undertaking covering withdrawal of Israeli armed forces from "the Israeli-
'United Arab Republic cease-fire line" to the secure, recognized and agreed
i boundaries to be established in the peace agreement ; Israel would not withdraw

the pre~5 June 196T lines' (For the ful1 text °f the Israeli PaPer' see

aimuji III*) ~'

^~. On 28 February, Ambassador Jarring informed the United Arab Republic
:representative of the contents of the Israeli communication. The latter held
that it was improper for the Israeli authorities to have responded to his
;Government's reply, which had been addressed to Ambassador Jarring and would have
full effect only if the Israeli authorities would give the commitment requested

;of them by Ambassador Jarring.

PJ19-. In accepting the United States proposal for renewed discussions under
^Ambassador Jarring's auspices (see S/10070, paras. 33 and 3U), the parties had
agreed that they would observe strictly, for a period of 90 days from
17 August 1970, the cease-fire resolutions of the Security Council. In response
to the recommendation of the General Assembly in resolution 2628 (XXV)5aithe
!cease-fire had been extended for a further period of̂ r̂ months. In ay report
'of 1 February submitted as that period was expiring";̂ "appealed to the parties
at that stage of the discussions, to withhold fire, to exercise military restraint
'and to maintain the quiet which had prevailed in the area since August 1970.

88. In response to that appeal, the Foreign Ministry of Israel, in a communique
released in Jerusalem on 2 February, announced that Israel would observe the
cease-fire on a mutual basis; in a speech to the National Assembly on h February,
the President of the United Arab Republic declared the decision of the United
Arab Republic to refrain from opening fire for a period of 30 days ending on

7' March.'
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23r. In submitting m*F report i& 5 March 1971

"Ambassador Jarring has been very active/over the past month and some
further progress has been made towards a peaceful solution of the Middle
East question. The problems to be settled/have been more clearly
identified and on some there is general agreement. I wish moreover to
note with satisfaction the positive reply/given by the United Arab
Republic to Ambassador Jarring's initiative. However, the Government
of Israel has so far not responded to the request of Ambassador Jarring
•chat it should give a commitment on withdrawal to the international
boundary of the United Arab Republic.

ncr
"While I still consider that

of promise, it is a matter for
Jarring 's attempt to break the de
I appeal, therefore, to the Gover
consideration to this question
Jarr ing's initiative.

the situation has considerable elements
asing concern that Ambassador
lock has not so far been successful.
ent of Israel to give further
to respond favourably to Ambassador

A
I

"To give time for further consideration and in the hope that
the way forward may be reopened, I once more appeal to the parties
to withhold fire, to exercis/e military restraint and to maintain
the quiet which lias prevailed in the area since August 1970." 2j

£/ S/lOOTO/Add.2, paras.



Further developments (March-November 19T1)

• ' - - ' the" Secretary-General's
•82. In response to .ray appeal, the Israeli Government once again made clear..its
willingness to continue to observe the cease-fire on a basis of reciprocity.
The President of the United Arab Republic, in a statement to the nation on
7 March 1971, declared that his country no longer considered itself further
committed to a cease-fire or to withholding fire. This did not, however,
mean that political action would cease.

§5. On 11 March, the Israeli representative informed Ambassador Jarring that
his Government was awaiting the reaction of the United Arab Republic Government

0 to the Israeli invitation in its reply of 26 February to enter into detailed and
it-j-6'P'•'••yl concrete discussions (see paragraph 16 above). When that statement of the Israeli

'.j representative was brought to the attention of the United Arab Republic
representative, he maintained that his Government was still awaiting an Israeli
reply .to Ambassador Jarring's aide-memoire.

Subsequently, the talks under Ambassador Jarring's auspices lapsed. He
therefore left Headquarters to resume his post as Ambassador of Sweden in Moscow
on 25 March.

Although he returned to Headquarters from 5 to 12 May and from 21 September
to 27 October and teas held certain consultations elsewhere, he h-a-s found himself
faced with the same deadlock and with no possibility of actively pursuing his
mission.

Cinitiat ive s. __The _first wapJ
Indeed, during much of thisjtime the promotion of agreement between the parties

was the object of two separate^uu, Ini ulii mi ̂jmaŝ f an effort by the
United States of America to promote an interim agreement providing for the
reopening of the Suez Canal,k u i m; . um; LIU u i , a n i u b f f l jy j-.u^xeive r eAu
and, secondly, a mission of inquiry conducted by certain African Heads of States
on behalf of the Organization of African

and
Both initiatives were described to Ambassador Jarring

by the sponsors as designed to facilitate the resumption of
Ambassador Jarring's mission. Nevertheless, while they were being pursued, they
obviously constituted an additional reason for him not to take personal initiatives.
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Secretary-General and his Special Representative were briefed by

the United States Secretary of State on his Government's initiative after his
tfi+f-tfjpf.

trip to the Middle East in April 1971. •ifor-Sage^s explained that he had
(

suggested that in an interim or partial solution the Israeli forces should

from
withdraw a certain distance Tg£ the Suez Canal and the Egyptians would reoccupy

the Canal Zone itself and reopen the Canal. The parties would then enter into

further discussions, under Ambassador Jarring's auspices, aimed at a complete

settlement. Both sides had shown interest in the suggestion, but there were

differences in their attitudes, which it was hoped could be removed in

discussions under United States auspices. In the event, the discussions did
'7 W

I i t i *M̂ "tfnot take place. |Tn puT-il lahrrl fltatfmrirH ,jEgypt hasf stated that it is prepared to

enter into such discussions and into an interim settlement only' if the Government

of Israel would pledge in'\advance that in the final settlement it would withdraw

its forces from all occupied territory. The Israeli Government fa^a continued to

show interest in a partial solution concerning the Suez Canal and has stated' that

in a final settlement it would be prepared to withdraw beyond the line of the

partial settlement, but that the final boundaries must be decided by negotiation

between the pai-hi' <*<= . /Mmm-hm-Kin of +>n Tm.««;U nii^«.1-n^u.11t Ij^yij. 11^0.̂  '.'l^fll1 Lll'elj'

'I l-luim-ml

/- Tne United States Government/has continued, as recently as this year, to

show its interest in arranging an interim or partial settlement between Egypt

and Israel. However, the deadlock between the parties yon this issue, which is

substantially the same deadlock which faces the Jarring mission, continues.



/l1'
' 19/Q1

" The Organization of African Unity mission of inquiry, consisting of

the Heads of State of the Cameroon, the Democratic Republic of the Congo

(Zaire), Nigeria and Senegal, under the chairmanship of President/

of Senegal, visited Israel and Egypt on two occasions in November 1971.
-c --̂ "••>%
The report of this mission was communicated to the Secretary-General and to

the Special Representative "by President QwTjivnm'iHiAh of Mauritania, Chairman

of the Committee of ten African Heads of State to which the mission had

reported.

7/s The mission noted certain positive elements in the replies'it had

received from the two Governments. Both parties had renewed their acceptance

of Security Council resolution 21*2 (1967) and were ready to resume indirect

negotiations under the auspices of Ambassador Jarring. The success of

renewed negotiations could be regarded as assured, if the practical application

of the concept of secure and recognized boundaries did not oblige Egypt to

alienate part of its national territory and if Israel could be induced to give

its agreement to the putting into effect (without territorial annexation) of

arrangements offering sufficient guarantees to ensure its security.



Discussion at the twenty-sixth session
of the General Assembly

On 30 November 1971 » the Secretary-General submitted to the Security
S/10U03)

Council and to the General Assembly a comprehensive report

on the activities of the Special Representative from h January 1971.

T ^^ 1

report contained in addition to) the events reported above a personal

assessment/by the then Secretary-General of the situation in the Middle East,

——'/ £>' L ^ x*
including a call for the appropriate organs of the United Nations to review

•J
the situation once again and to find ways and means to enable the Jarring

Mission to move forward.

^.^ The report was before the General Assembly when it debated the situation

in the Middle East at its twenty-sixth session. By resolution 2799 (XXVI)

adopted on 13 December 1971, the General Assembly r-^\ reaffirmed that the

acquisition of territories by force was inadmissible and that, consequently,

territories thus occupied must be restored; (2) reaffirmed that the

establishment of a just and lasting peace in .. " ,
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the Middle East should include the application of the
two following principles: (a) withdrawal of Israeli
armed forces from territories occupied in the recent
conflict; (b) termination of ail claims or states of
belligerency and respect for and acknowledgement of
the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political in-
dependence of every State in the area and its right to
live in peace within secure and recognized botiodaries
free from threats or acts of force; (3) request me Sec-
retary-General to take the necessary measures to re-
activate the mission of the Special Representative of
the Secretary-General to the Middle East in order to
promote agreement and assist efforts to reach a peace
agreement as envisaged in the Special Representative's
aide-memoire of 8 February 1971; (4) express' its
full support for all the efforts of the Special Repre-
sentative to implement Security Council resolution 242
(1967); (5) note^with appreciation the positive reply
given by Egypt to the Special Representative's initiative
for establishing^ just and lasting peace in the Middle
East; (6) calPnupon Israel to respond favourably to
the Special Representative's peace initiative of 8 Feb-
ruary 1971; (7) further invitef^the parties to the
Middle East conflict to give, their full co-operation
to the Special Representative in order to work out
practical measures for (a) guaranteeing freedom of
navigation through international waterways in the area,
(6) achieving a just settlement of the refugee problem,
and (c) guaranteeing the territorial inviolability and
politicalijndependence of every State in the area; (8)
request*the Secretary-General to report to the Security
Council and the General Assembly, as appropriate,
on the progress made by the Special Representative
in the implementation of the resolution and of Security
Council resolution 242 (1967); (9) requesflhe Se-
curity Council to consider, if necessary, making ar-
rangements, under the relevant Articles of the United
Nations Charter, in regard to the implementation of
resolution 242 (1967). - — -



SECOND D: V

Further attempts to reactivate the Jarring Mission

QQ^In consultation with my predecessor, Ambassador Jarring immediately

after the adoption of the resolution held meetings with the Foreign Ministers

of Egypt and Israel, who were still in New York, and with the Permanent

Representative of Jordan to discuss arrangements for the reactivation of his
~l -esptZst̂ tfy

mission. On assuming office, I invited Ambassador Jarring to cdme to New York,

where further talks took place from 10 to 27 January 1972. /From 28 to 31 January,

Ambassador Jarring was in West Africa,;piere he met President Senghor of Senegal,

who had been the Chairman of the Group of Four African Heads of State which had

visited Egypt and Israel towards the end of 1971, and President Ould Daddah

of Mauritania, who had been Chairman of the Committee of Ten, to which that Group

of Four had reported, and received further information about the results of that

visit.

''0 / * Al%er c onsult faJs^Hrther with me, Ambassador Jarring paid a visit to Cairo,

where he met with the then Egyptian Foreign Minister on 19 and 20 February 1972.

He held discussions with the Jordanian authorities in Amman on 23 February, and

with the Israeli authorities in Jerusalem on 25 February. After reporting to me

at Geneva on 27 February, Ambassador Jarring returned to New York, where he

continued to see representatives of the parties.

In their initial contacts with Ambassador Jarring in New York, the

Egyptian authorities took the view that in reactivating his mission, he should

ask the Israeli authorities for a commitment to withdraw their troops from



occupied Egyptian territory as requested by Ambassador Jarring in his

aide-memoire of 8 February 1971 and as called for in General Assembly

resolution 2799 (XXVI). They were not prepared, in the absence of such a

commitment, to take part in discussions with the Israeli authorities.

'Cl3<* On the other hand, the Israeli authorities made it clear that they

were not prepared to give the commitment requested or to give any other

form of statement of equivalent effect on the question of withdrawal.

They reiterated their public statements that they did not consider themselves

bound by General Assembly resolution 2799 (XXVI), which was unacceptable to

them. They stated that they continued to be ready to take part in

negotiations with Egypt without prior conditions on all the points raised

by each side, which on the Israeli side included the determination of

secure and recognized boundaries. However, they held that before discussions

could take place under Ambassador Jarring's auspices, he should give an

assurance that he considered his mandate to be based solely on Security

Council resolution 2^2 (1967) and that he was not bound by General Assembly

resolution 2799 (XXVI) or by his aide-memoire of 8 February 1971.

^Despite this continuing deadlock, Ambassador Jarring persevered in his

attempt to reactivate his mission. In 3t^meetings in Cairo, -he

the idea >t3iat, as a'means of getting round the deadlock, the parties should

exchange, through him, clarifications of their positions on the various

subjects dealt with in resolution 2^2 (1967) with a view to formulating

provisions for inclusion in a peace treaty. The Egyptian authorities

continued to hold the view that progress towards a settlement lay through

the acceptance by Israel of the principle of withdrawal according to Security

Council resolution 2^2 and of General Assembly resolution 2799 (XXVI);



Suggested addition to paragraph hh

The activities of the Special Representative in pursuance of resolution 2k2 (1967)

have been described in a series of reports by the Secretary-General, notably the

detailed reports of my predecessor dated k January 1971 (S/1007CJ and 30 November 1971

(A/85U1-S/10U03). The information in the sections covering activities up to

November 1971 has been taken from those reports verbatim, except for such minor

changes as the passage of time made advisable.
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nevertheless, in an effort to break the impasse, they were prepared to

take part in the process of clarification.

/(?5. Ambassador Jarring brought the same idea to the attention of the

Israeli authorities in Jerusalem and they agreed to give the matter serious

consideration. However, when he resumed his discussions with the Israeli

representative in New York on 8 March, he was asked to give assurances,

which he should also bring to the attention of the Egyptian authorities ,

that he would be guided solely by Security Council resolution 2^2 (1967) and

that he did not consider himself bound by his aide-memoire of 8 February 1971

and General Assembly resolution 2799 (XXVT). i

lOe>, Ambassador Jarring consulted trĝ &OJ-y- with me on the answer £o be

TT-Q. C.<Pi-v£JJ"
given to the Israeli request. f̂c-was-poaaUa-lo t& assure the Israeli

Government that his mandate was defined in Security Council resolution 2^2 (1967)

However, General Assembly resolution 2799 (XXVI) represented the considered

and constitutionally adoptd judgement of a major organ of the United Nationsaton
't—tK

n ±he -subject at

*r-j r^r^^T fi Ambassador Jarringr disregard
/V\:*-T̂

^ - "^his aide-memoire of 8 February 1971, which was ,

endorsed in that resolution/^It was, of course, for the Israeli authorities

to define their attitude towards the recommendations contained in the General

Assembly resolution, and their accepy6ance^ of them waŝ  not a condition for the

clarification procedure%ŝ ffig<»st.i?rl bj-

. In these circumstances it was not possible to reactivate the mission of

Ambassador Jarring as regards Egypt and Israel.



/<9S. In his discussions with the Jordanian authorities, Ambassador Jarring

found them concerned about lack of progress. In their view, the withdrawal

of Israeli forces in their sector was a'highly important matter since it

affected a very large population living under occupation or as refugees.

If talks were reactivated as regards Egypt and Israel, they were anxious

that they should be carried out simultaneously as regards Israel and Jordan.

/{?•?. In view of the continuing deadlock, Ambassador Jarring returned to his
L̂<̂

post in Moscow on 2U March. Subsequently, Jknbap-sa-^or flaffgiag returned to

Headquarters from 1 to k May and from 1 to 12 August for a further review of

the positions of the parties and consultations with all concerned. He also

had other contacts elsewhere with representatives of the parties and met twice

with me in July 1972 in Geneva to discuss what further useful action might be

taken. He also returned to Headquarters at the beginning of the twenty-seventh

session of the General Assembly and again just prior to the Assembly debate on

the situation in the Middle East.

o' However as I reported in a report dated 15 September 1972 on the

activities of the Special Representative (A/8815-S/10792):

"In spite of our continued efforts, it has not been possible to make

any substantial progress. As can be seen from published statements of the

parties,;an agreed, basis for discussions under Ambassador Jarring's auspices

does not seem to exist at the present time. Despite this situation, we

shall continue our efforts."



Discussion at the twenty-seventh session
of the General Assembly

The General Assembly held a further discussion of the situation in the

Middle East from 29 November to 8 December 1972. (For the records of this

discussion see documents A/PV.2092, 209̂ -2103 ajM 2iU85.li, At the conclusion

of the discussion, the General Assembly adoptea*$lutioi/29M^XXVII)

s resolution 2799 (XXVI):,

Deplor<g
rthe non-compliance by Israel with General Assembly resolution

2799 (XXVI), which in particular called upon Israel to respond favourably to the
peace initiative of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General to the
Middle East;A

((3) ExpresseJ^its full sup-port for the efforts of the Secretary-General
and his Special Representative;-^

^- ""' ' 7 ~ - —" k̂ a-̂ -J

\ (k.) Declarejq once more that the acquisition of territories by force vS
inadmissible and that, consequently, territories thus occupied must be restored;,,

Reaffirmgthat the establishment of a just and lasting peace in the
Middle East should include the application of both the following principles:

I (a_) Withdrawal of Israeli armed forces from territories occupied in the
recent conflict; ^

1 (b_) Termination of .all claims or states of belligerency and respect for and
acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political
independence of every State in the area and its right to live in peace within
secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of force;

Invit^Israel to declare publicly its adherence to the principle of
non-annexation of territories through the use of force; N

Declare!? that changes carried out by Israel in the occupied^rab
territories in contravention of the Geneva Conventions of 19^9 t/ safe null and
void, and calls upon Israel to rescind forthwith all such measures and to desist
from all 'policies and practices affecting the physical character or demographic
composition .of the occupied Arab territories; -.

8j Callff ypon all States not to recognize any such changes /ind measures
carried out by Israel in the occupied Arab territories and invites them to avoid
actions, including actions in the field of aid, that could constitute recognition
of that occupation; "i

V [ \*r*x̂ >
Recognize!"that respect for the rights of the Palestinians is. an

indispensable element in the establishment of a just and lasting peace in the
Middle East; , . . . . . . . . . . ; _,

United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 75, Hos. 970-973.



Requests the Security Council, in consultation with the Secretary-
General' and his Special Representative, to take all appropriate steps with a view-
to the full and speedy implementation of Security Council resolution 242 (1967), .
taking into account all the relevant resolutions and documents of the United Nations
in this connexion; -s

<-- ...... ........ -------- Z.sS"'"̂
' (ll\ RequestiFthe Secretary-General to report to the Security Council and the

General Assembly on the progress made by him and his Special Representative in
the implementation of Security Council resolution 2^2 (1967) and of the present

resolution; Ŝ jif/)

\ Decide&*to' transmit the present resolution to the Security Council for
its appropriate action and requests the Council to keep the General Assembly
informed. *

Situation since the adoption of General Assembly
resolution 29̂ 9 (XXVII)

\, The General Assembly in its resolution envisaged further action by

the Secretary-General and his Special Representative, for vhose efforts

it expressed full support. However, the parties have continued to maintain

their respective positions as previously explained.



>, Thus the basic deadlock/pn withdrawal, which has existed since the

inception of/th/e Specia^R£present#itn}ve's mig-syon and jw$ich was one of the

obstac,

stilJH remain

was designed to remove,

n the circumstances, Ambassador Jarring concluded, and I concurred,

that there was no useful action that he could take following the General

Assembly resolution and he remained at his post as Swedish Ambassador in

Moscow until after the adoption of Security Council resolution 331 (1973).

jl^rThe problem of the Middle East has preoccupied me ever since I became

Secretary-General. In an effort to find any ways of making progress toward

a settlement I have engaged in continuous discussions not only with/Foreign

Ministers and representatives of the parties themselves, but also with

numerous other Governments which are concerned with the problem. I have also

been in continuous touch with the members of the Security Council on the

questionVand I have been alert to any changes of attitude or of procedures

that might lead to progress in achieving a peaceful settlement.



III. OBSERVATIONS

116. Although the Security Council has in the last six years dealt with a

number of different aspects of the symptoms of the Middle East problem, it

has not considered the Middle East problem as a whole since the adoption of

Resolution 2k2 on 22 November 1967. In its forthcoming meetings the Council

will therefore, in a sense, be taking up the consideration of the Middle East

question where it left off at that time.

117- At such a juncture it is perhaps relevant to review briefly the situation

of the Security Council in relation to the Middle East question, for which for more

than twenty-five years it has had a major and universally recognized responsibility.

For the past twenty-five years two basic realities have made the Middle East problem,

especially hard to tackle. The first of these is the history of the area and the

relationships of the countries and peoples of the Middle East themselves. In the

Middle East we see in an acute form the interaction of historical developments

and situations of various kinds giving rise to hatred and resentment, to fear and

conflict, and to a vicious circle of action and reaction, violence and reprisal,

and to a series of seemingly insurmountable obstacles to the process of conciliation

and settlement. The fact that conciliation and settlement would unquestionably be

to the advantage of all concerned has not as yet carried enough weight to counter-

balance the intensity of feeling and conflicts of interest which prevail in the area.

118. It should not be forgotten that although the United Nations - and in

particular the Security Council - have not proved able, in this very difficult

situation, to bring about a just and lasting settlement, various instrumentalities

of the United Nations set up by the Security Council and by the General Assembly

have, throughout this period, played a major role in limiting conflict and in

preserving the tenuous truce which has prevailed in the area for most of the time.

It should also not be forgotten that /
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III. OBSERVATIONS

116. Although the Security Council has in the last six years

dealt with a number of different g g-pe*/•> * g?v» f t̂ t-Ju-feL. uy m\> LoHnrJof the

Middle East problem, it has not considered thê 44tir3:o BasSjfproblem

as a whole since the adoption of Resolution 242 on 22 November 196?«

In its forthcoming meetings the Council will therefore, in a sense,

be taking up the consideration of the Middle East question where

it left off at that time.

117. I and my ml 1 n h ni"i t n T - ̂ i n pri-nlu i ii'̂ ""11r ' i l r n i ii'irt,) have

done our best within practical limits to produce a report which

is both a comprehensive, 'a-nd full account of the efforts undertaken

by the United Nations pertaining to the situation in the Middle East

since June 1967, and an otajo-ô i-vs aumiiiaTy""Of'"tlr(5it!!.'B""irf'i?'<̂ *fe«». Such a

report inevitably requires a high degree of summarization, aodî qE

B̂ apMao' 'i"frheH}"'®gEQ''»"e«iî 4feê ^

^^gtsWBSWW*sf̂ l̂ ^
.

\r <o.m.pbajiiiiri On; ..... h^we-wi"!}' "tlia'Llwe have done our best to give a balanced

and objective account??

118. For more than twenty-five years, the United Nations, and in

particular the Security Council, has had a major and universally

recognized responsibility in relation to the Middle East question.

It should not be forgotten that although the United Nations • -em4

not proved able, in this

very difficult situation, to bring about a just and lasting settle-

ment, various instrumentalities of the United Nations set up by the

Security Council and by the General Assembly have, throughout this

period, played a major role in limiting conflict and in preserving

the tenuous truce which has prevailed in the area for most of the
x- ---

time. £rfjf should alsfo not be "forgotten th'S-t recours^ to the Council

has on/many occasions in the/past provide/d an alternative to] the

recourse to armed; conflict^/



before the Council is admittedly aj, dara-a%-i-ng
"

ch no government or group of governments has been

able to solve outside the framework of the United Nations. But the

procedures of the Council still offer valuable possibilities for

limiting conflict and also for assisting the countries of the

region to find the way to a solution to their problems, if they

so wish. The Security Council is, as far as I know, the only forum

where all the parties to the conflict have been able to meet to-

gether in the same room. In the forthcoming debate it is to be hoped

that this advantage may be used for constructive moves toward a

settlement.

120. Five and a half years have passed since the adoption of

Resolution 242, and, after many and various attempts to pursue

the aims of that resolution, the Council itself is now resuming

the search for peace in the Middle East. It goes without saying

that I as Secretary-General, my Special Representative, Ambassador

Jarring, the Secretariat, and the various instrumentalities of the

United Nations in the Middle East are at the disposal of the govern-

ments concerned and of the Council itself to assist in whatever way

we can in the Council's efforts. Obviously these efforts can only

be useful if the parties concerned wish to avail themselves of them.

But if that wish is present, the: new effort to find a way to a

settlement in the Middle East need not be futile. That effort should

include a new appraisal of the possibilities and procedures of the

Council itself for conciliation and an exploration of all of the

means by which the framework of the United Rations and"-o-f the
te e^%U&*p &*&» 0«urHe*i <#**. *XF e.&.tU_v(\«^

•Qounoi-l might be used M* a -new. off ofb-Hny^iPiBQ^hja justa and lasting
r""1-

settlement.

121. Certainly both reason and self-interest indicate that such a

settlement is long overdue. The tensions and conflicts of the Middle

East are a heavy burden not only on the countries of the area, but

also on the international community itself. It is my earnest hope that

in embarking on this new effort all of the parties concerned might

find it possible to look to the future and to take advantage of the

international instrumentalities at their disposal and of the general

and fervent desire of the international community to open a new and

more harmonious chapter in the history of the Middle East.



recourse to the Council lias on many occasions in the past provided an

alternative to the recourse to armed conflict.

The second reality is the wider context of the world relationships

which are represented in the Council itself. It is no secret that the

Council consists of representatives and groupings whose policies and interests
CtxV §Mjg) <#'

are often in confliotg-—Jfoese groupings represent funamentally different

attitudes to certain international problems, of which the Middle East is

one. It is this second reality which has often made it difficult, and which

will probably always make it difficult, for the Council to act with the

authority and the unanimity which the authors... of the Charter expected of

it in matters concerning international peace and security. Nonetheless,

the debates and consultations of the Council, however acrimonious they may

have been at times, have tended to act as a safety valve, as a process for

gaining time and decreasing tension, and as a means of turning away from

conflict- _ i^&tr
|_ V I$-Q. It is a Ijonstructiv̂ j* development when the Security Council agrees

unanimously, as it has now done in the case of the Middle East, to examine

again an immensely complex international problem - a problem which no

government or group of governments has been able to solve outside the

framework of the United Nations. The problem before the Council is

admittedly a daunting and a terrible one, but the procedures of the Council

still offer valuable possibilities for limiting conflict and also for assisting

the countries of the region eventually to find the way to a solution to

their problems, if they so wish. It should alstxbe a matter for encourage-

ment that the Council, when it ALast/ considered the problem of the Middle East

< s ,

which was, and still is, the basis for the search for peace in the Middle

as a whole/ did manage , after great efforts , to adopt unanimously a resolution

/



East.

In scttte-jfeĝ ê Easfeaaaestion /frphe Security Council has atr least-one

^ ~~ - ~^ " _ _ ^
is-»--as_jPar_jas— I-^EQC>W7-~CEffique . Tb has "been the only forum

where all the parties to the conflict have been able to meet together in

the same room. In the forthcoming debate it is to be hoped that this

advantage may be used for constructive moves toward a settlement.

J3.3/ Five and a half years have passed since the adoption of Resolution 2U2,

and after many and various attempts to pursue the aims of that resolution,

the Council itself is now resuming the search for peace in the Middle East.

In resuming that /Search it has the morjal">support and the anxious good

wishes /5f (the-'whole international community. It goes without saying that

I as Secretary-General, my Special Representative, Ambassador Jarring, the

Secretariat, and the various instrumentalities of the United Nations in the

Middle East are at the disposal of the governments concerned and of the Council

itself to assist in whatever way we can in the Council's efforts. Obviously

these efforts can only be useful if the parties concerned wish to avail

themselves of them. But if that wish is present, the new effort to find a

way to a settlement in the Middle East need not be futile. That effort

should include a new appraisal of the possibilities and procedures of the

Council itself for conciliation and an exploration of all of the means by

which the framework of the United Nations and of the Council might be used

in a new effort to reach a just and lasting settlement.

J2_£ Certainly both reason and self-interest indicate that such a settlement

is long overdue. Our experience here in the Council has also shown conclusively

that mutual recriminations about acts of violence, whatever their cause or

motive, are no substitute for a determined search for long-term solutions.

The tensions and conflicts of the Middle East are a heavy burden not only



on the countries of the area, "but also on the international community

itself. It is my earnest hope that in embarking on this new effort all

of the parties concerned might find it possible to look to the future

rather than to the past, and to take advantage of the international

instrumentalities at their disposal and of the general and fervent

desire of the international community to open a new and more harmonious

chapter in the history of the Middle East.
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Annex I

QUESTIONS SUB/CITED BT MARCH 1969 BY THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
TO THE GOVERNMENTS CONCERNED AND THEIR REPLIES

I'lote; Ambassador Jarring submitted his questions to the States concerned

in the fora of separate lists specifically addressed.to each Government. Those

lists were, however, prepared from, a general list applicable to all the parties

and that list is, to save repetition, reproduced here- As some questions related

to provisions of Security Council resolution 2k2. (196?) which applied to only one

or some of the parties, the numbers of questions in the specific lists were not

always the same as those in the general list. Where the number of the answer

differs iron that of the question in the general list, the latter number is added

in square brackets.

Specific lists of questions based on the following general list were

s'icmittad by Ambassador Jarring to the Governments of the United Arab Republic

en 5 March, of Jordan on 8 March, of Israel on 9 March and of Lebanon on

li; March 1969.

A. QUESTIONS SUBMITTED El THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE"

Security Council resolution 2.k2 (1967) sets cut provisions and principles

in accordance with which a peaceful and accepted settlement of the Middle East

Question should be achieved. Some of these provisions would impose obligations

on both sides, some on one side, and some on the other. It has generally been

accepted that they should be regarded as a whole. The following questions designed

to elicit the attitude of the parties towards the provisions of the Security

Council resolution are based on this assumption and are to be understood in the

ccnte:ct that each provision is regarded as part of a "package deal".

1. Ices Israel (Jordan, Lebanon, United Arab Republic) accept Security

Cruncil resolution 2^2 (1967) for implementation for achieving a peaceful anJ;

accepted settlement of the Middle East Question in accordance with the provisions

ani principles contained in the resolution?

2. Toes Israel (Jordan, Lebanon, United Arab Republic) agree to pledge

termination of all claims or states of belligerency with Jordan, Lebanon anc!

-he United Arab Republic (Israel)?
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^,. Dees Israel (Jordan., Lebanon., United Arab Republic) agree to pledge respect

fcr and acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political

independence of Jordan, Lebanon and the United Arab Republic (Israel)?

h. Eoes Israel (Jordan, Lebanon, United Arab Republic) accept the right of

Jordan, Lebanon and the' United Arab Republic (Israel) to live in peace within

secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of force?

5- If so, what is the conception of secure and recognized boundaries held

by Israel (Jordan, Lebanon, United Arab Republic)? ;

6. Does Israel agree to withdraw its armed forces from territories occupied

by it in the recent conflict?

7- Does the United Arab Republic agree to guarantee freedom of navigation for

Israel through international waterways in the area, in particular:

(a) through the Straits of Tiran, and

(b) through the Suez Canal?

8, Does Israel (Jordan, Lebanon, United Arab Republic) agree that, if a plan

for the just settlement of the refugee problem is worked out and presented to the

parties for their consideration, the acceptance in principle of such a plan by

the parties and the declaration of their intention to implement it in good faith

constitute sufficient implementation of this provision of the Security Council

resolution to justify the implementation of the other provisions?

9- Does Israel (Jordan, Lebanon, United Arab Republic) agree that the

territorial inviolability and political independence of the States in the area

should be guaranteed:

(a) by the establishment of demilitarized zones;

(b) through additional measures?

10. Does Israel agree that such demilitarized zones should include areas on

its side of. its boundaries?

11. Does Jordan agree that a demilitarized zone should be established in

Jordanian territory from which Israel armed forces have been withdrawn?

12. Does the United Arab Republic agree that a demilitarized zone should be

established:

(.a) at Sharm-el-Sheikh;

(b) in other parts of the Sinai peninsula?
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17). Does .Israel (Jordan, Lebanon, United Arab Republic) agree that

demilitarization of such zones should be supervised and maintained by the

United Nations? , .

lif. Would Israel. (Jordan, Lebanon, United Arab Republic) accept as a final

act of agreement on all provisions a mutually signed multilateral document

which, would incorporate the agreed conditions for a just and lasting peace?
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. B. REPLY OF THE GOVERIt-iEMT OF ISRAEL

(Handed to Ambassador Jarring in Jerusalem by the Minister for Foreign

Affairs on 2 April 1969)

' : ' . " Jerusalem, 2 April 1969

Dear Ambassador Jarring, - • ,. • .
. . ' • • • ' ' :''-• - .' '. -*• '<

. Israel's position on all the subjects raised in your eleven questions has been

stated in detail in my address to the General Assembly of 8 October 1968, and in -

the memoranda presented to you on 15 October 1968 and h November 1968.

I now enclose specific replies In an affirmative spirit to the questions as

formulated. It is my understanding that on the "basis of the answers received- from.

the three governments you propose to pursue further mutual clarifications in an

effort to promote agreement on all the matters at Issue in accordance with your

irandate. We are ready to join in this process at any appropriate place.

Israel's statements of attitude, including her replies to these questions,

has taken into account recent developments in Arab policy including the speeches

recently delivered by President Nasser and other Arab leaders. We have noted the

specific and emphatic reiteration of their refusal to make peace with Israel, to

recognize Israel, to negptiate with Israel, to cease terrorist attacks on Israel

cr to admit the possibility of sovereign co-existence In any field. It would appear

at this time that the effective negation by the UAR of the principles of the

Charter and of the Security Council's Resolution is obvious and vehement. We hope

that this policy, to vhich effect is given every day, will change; but these

authoritative statements have caused deep concern and have intensified the tension

which we would have wished to see relieved.

It is also our view that highly publicized encounters by four member States

have weakened the attention which should have been concentrated on the efforts of

the parties themselves to move towards agreement . They are causing a duplication

and dispersal of effort . They have also encouraged a wrong impression in some

q-oarters that a solution can be sought outside the region and without its

governments. Israel recognizes your mission as the authoritative international

framework within which peace between the States in the Middle East should be

promoted,



l recall the idea which ve discussed some weeks ago that the Foreign

I-Iinisters of the three governments should meet with you soon at a suitable place

to pursue the promotion of agreement. As you will remember, I reacted positively

to this idea.... I wish to reaffirm that Israel will continue to co-operate with

you in-the fulfilment of your mission.

lours sincerely, .

(Signed) Abba EEAF--

Answer to Question One:

Israel accepts the Security Council resolution (2̂ 2) for the promotion

of agreement on the establishment of a just and lasting peace, to be reached by

negotiation and agreements between the governments concerned. Implementation

of agreements should begin when agreement has been concluded on all their

provisions.

Answer to Question Two:

It is the Arab States, not Israel which claimed and originated states of

belligerency. They declared themselves for two decades to be in a state of

Unilateral war with Israel. It is therefore primarily incumbent upon them to

terminate the state of war with Israel.

On the establishment of peace with her Arab neighbours, Israel* agrees to the

termination, on a reciprocal basis, of all claims or states of belligerency with

each State with which peace is established. A declaration specifying each State

by name would be made by Israel in 'each case. . . . . . .

The corresponding statemement by any Arab State mist specifically renounce

belligerency ̂ with Israel" and not "with any state in the area". Legal

obligations must be specific in regard to those by whom they are bound.

Renunciation of belligerency includes the cessation of all maritime

interference, the cessation of boycott measures involving third parties; the

annulment of reservations nade by Arab States on the applicability to Israel of

their obligations under international conventions to which they have adhered;

non-adherence to political and military alliances and pacts directed against
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Israel or including States unwilling to renounce claims or states of belligerency

with Israel and maintain peaceful relations with it; the. non-stationing of armed

forces of such other States on the territory of the contracting States and

the prohibition and-prevention in the territory of Arab States of all preparations,.

actions or- expeditions by irregular or para-military groups or by individuals

directed against the lives, 'security or property of Israel in any part of the

world. • / : • _ ' • . . . . - . ' • ' : ' "."., . ' , v'v/. • . . . " . • • ' •

The last stipulation is-without- prejudice to the fact that.the-, responsibility

of-Arab governments-for: preventing such activities is legally binding under the

cease-fire-established-by the parties in June--71967. -" • * • - . ' - : -

Answer to Question Three; . . . .. .

; - Israel agrees to respect' and acknowledge the sovereignty, territorial

integrity and political independence of neighbouring Arab States; this principle

•would be embodied in- peace treaties establishing agreed boundaries.

Ansver to Question Four: , . .

Israel accepts the right of Jordan, Lebanon, the United Arab Republic and

other neighbouring States to live in peace within secure and recognized

boundaries,free from threats or acts of force, Explicit and unequivocal

reciprocity is Israel's only conditions for this acceptance-. "Acts of force",

include all preparations, actions or expeditions by irregular or para-military

groups or by individuals directed- against the life, security or property of

Israel In any part- of the world.v • .< -. ••-'• • - • • - •

Anaver to Question Five: . : . . . " '

Secure and/recognized boundaries have never yet existed betveen.Israel and

the Arab States; accordingly,they. should nov be established as part of the

peace-naking process. The cease-fire should be replaced by peace treaties

establishing permanent, secure and recognized boundaries as agreed upon through,

negotiation between the governments concerned.



Answer to Question Six: •

When permanent, secure and recognized boundaries are agreed upon and

established between Israel.and each of the neighbouring Arab States, the .

disposition of forces will be carried out in full accordance with the boundaries

determined in the peace treaties. . • - . . - •

- " . - , * ' • • t

Answer to Question Seven: /general question 87 ' . . . . - " ' ""

The refugee problem:-was caused by the wars launched against Israel by Arab

States, and has been perpetuated through the refusal of Arab States to . . ;

establish peaceful relations-with "Israel; In view of the human problems involved

in this issue Israel has expressed its willingness to give priority to the

attainment of an agreement for the solution of this problem, through.regional and

international co-operation. We believe that agreement could be sought even in

advance of peace neogitations. We suggest that a conference of Middle Eastern

States.should be convened, together with the Governments contribution to refugee

relief and the Specialized Agencies of the United Nations, in order to chart a

five-year plan for the solution of the refugee problem in the framework of a lasting

peace and the .integration of refugees into productive life. This conference can be

called in advance of peace negotiations. - /.,.-.

Joint refugee integration and rehabilitation commissions should be established

by the governments concerned in order to vori: out agreed projects for refugee

integration on a regional basis, with international assistance.

In view of the special humanitarian nature of this issue we do not make

agreement on plans for. a solution of the refugee problem contingent on agreement

on any other aspect of the Middle Eastern problem. For the .-same reason it should

not be -invoked by Arab States to obstruct agreement on other problems.

Ansver to Question Eight; /̂ general question 97

The effective guarantee for the territorial inviolability and political

independence of States lies in the strict observance by the governments of their

treaty obligations. In the context of peace providing for full respect for

the sovereignty of States and the establishment of agreed boundaries, other

security measures may be discussed by the contracting governments.

^̂
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Answer to Questions Nine and Ten: ĝeneral questions 10 and 137

Without prejudice to what is stated in answer to Question Eight,, it is

pointed out that;experience has shown that the measures mentioned in Questions

Wine and Ten have not prevented the preparation and carrying out of aggression

against Israel. , • ' . •':,..'• . -• •..•••- '. • • " '•' -̂•• ''' - •

Answer to Question Eleven: /̂ general question 1̂ 7 "s:~ .•

, Peace must be juridically expressed, contractually defined and reciprocally •

. binding in accordance with established norms of international law and practice.

Accordingly, Israel's position is that the peace should be embodied in bilateral

peace treaties between Israel and each Arab State incorporating all the agreed

conditions for a just and lasting peace. The treaties, once signed and ratified,

should be registered with the Secretariat of the United Nations in accordance with

Article 102 of the United Nations Charter.

2 April .1969



C. REPLY OF THE «K :\TERKMEKT OF JORDAN

(Received by Ambassador Jarring in Nicosia on 2h- March 1969)

23 March 1969

Your Excellency, •. '' . •".. ' ' "/
• • • . . ' ' . l"fl '

Following are the answers of my Government to the questions which you.

presented .to. us.-.-'in Amman, on: Saturday,' 8 March 1969. ' The answers as numbered,'

• hereunder, - correspond, to your, questions . ;•?:• '. . . .. ".•. . " •-•••••

'Zhese answers explain, my Government1 s- position, which position has

repeatedly been..stated to Your Excellency throughout.our past meetings. .-

May I take this opportunity to express to you my continued sincere wishes

for-your success in the important mission with which you are entrusted.

Yours sincerely,

(Signed) .Abdul Monem RIFA'I
Minister of Foreign Affairs

lis iscsllency,.
tnfbassador Gunnar Jarring
special Representative to

The•Secretary-General of
The United Nations.
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Answ-er (.l) -

Jordan, as it has declared "before, accepts the Security Council resolution

2^2 (1967) and. is ready to implement it in order. to achieve a .peaceful and

accepted; settlement in accordance, with the provisions and principles contained

in the resolution. .

Answer (2)

Jordan- .agrees to pledge termination. of all claims or states of belligerency.

Such -a pledge .becomes effective upon -withdrawal of Vlsraeli forces from all Arab

territories which. Israel occupied as a result of its aggression of 5 June -1967.

A pledge by Israel to terminate the state of belligerency would be ' .

meaningful only when Israel .withdraws its forces from all Arab territories it '

occupied since 5 June

Answer (3)

On 5 June 19&7 Israel launched its aggression against three Arab States,

violating their sovereignty and territorial integrity. Agreement to pledge

respect for and acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and

political independence of every State in the area requires the termination by

Israel of its occupation and the. withdrawal of its forces from all the Arab

territories it occupied as a result of its aggression of 5 June.

Answer

Jordan accepts the right of every State in the area to live in peace within

secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of force, provided

that Israel withdraws its forces from all Arab territories it occupied since

5 June 1967, and implements the Security Council resolution of 22 November

Answer (5)

When the question of Palestine was brought before the United Nations in

the General 'Assembly adopted its resolution l8l (II) of 29 November 19^7 for

the partition of Palestine and defined Israel's boundaries.



Answer (6) /̂general question 3/

It has always been our. positioa that; the just settlement of the refugee.

problem is embodied .in. paragraph 11 of" the General Assembly resolution 19̂  of

December 19̂ 3 which has been repeatedly reaffirmed by each and every.':

General Assembly session ever since its adoption.. ..-.._

.If a plan on the bas is -of'- that paragraph is ...presented for consideration to

the parties concerned'/' its acceptance by: the- partie's and the declaration of their

intention to implement it in- good faith, -.'with adequate guarantees for its full

implementation, would .justify the implementation of' "the other provisions of the

resolution. " ' ', •-•'" ' • •'-•- ";> . ... .

Answer (7) (8) /general questions 9 atid ll/

We do not believe that the establishment of demilitarized .zones is a

necessity. However, Jordan shall not oppose the establishment of such zones if

they are astride the boundaries.

Answer (9) /general question 13 /

In case demilitarized, zones are established Jordan- accepts that such zones be

supervised and maintained by the United Nations. -• '

Answer (10) /general question 1̂ 7
s * A

' . In, view of our past experience with Israel and her. denunciation of four

agreements signed by her with Arab States we consider that the instrument to be

signed'"by Jordan engaging, her to carry out her obligations, would be addressed

to th,e.,,Security Council..'. Israel would., likewise' sign- and .address to the •

Security Council an instrument "engaging Tier to. carry out her obligations

emanating from the Security Council resolution of 22. November 19̂ 7. The

endorsement by the Security Council of these -documents would constitute the final

multilateral act of agreement.
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D. REPLY OF THE GOVERJMEHT OF LESAJKM-

(Received by Ambassador Jarring in Moscow on 21 April

• -. . • ' /Translated from French/

• * * . • .f-

In., reply to the questionnaire which Your Excellency addressed to me on

Ik- March 1969,: I have, the. honour,.; on "behalf of the Lebanese Government, to inform

you; of' the following: .•• . ';. ' .. " : \k:! "

Lebanon is essentially involved in the general context of the-.Israeli-Arab

conflict -"-"and, therefore, in the consequences of the war launched by Israel'on

5 June 1967"- because of its. brotherly solidarity, with.'the Arab States and of the

threats which are constantly directed .at it by Israel.

Lebanon is justified in considering, however, that the armistice agreement

which it concluded with Israel on 23 March 19̂ -9 remains valid, as indicated in its

message of 1C June 1967 to the Chairman of the Mixed Armistice Commission and as

confirmed by U Thant, Secretary-General of the United Nations,, in his report to

the General Assembly of 19 September 1967. . In that report, Mr. Thant, referring

to the actual text of the agreement, said that it could be revised or suspended

only by mutual consent. In view of Lebanon's circumstances, now and• i« the past,

the armistice lines have, of course, never been changed. These., lines, it should

be noted,, correspond to the frontiers of Lebanon which have always been

internationally recognized in bilateral and multilateral diplomatic instruments

as well as by the League of Nations and the United Nations. Lebanon participated

actively in the drafting of the United Nations Charter and was admitted in its

present form and structure to membership in the Organization. Its frontiers have

not undergone any de facto or de ,'jure alteration as a res.ult of the cease-fire

decisions taken by the Security Council after 5 June 19̂ 7-

It may be appropriate to state the above-mentioned facts, more particularly

with a. view- to explaining the nature and character of the only reply which we are

in a position to give to the questionnaire sent to us by Your Excellency on

Ik March 1969.



in this reply, which reflects the position taken by Lebanon at inter-Arab

coherences, we proclaim Lebanon's support of the position of the Arab States

whose territory has been occupied by Israel and which have accepted the Security

Council's decision of 22 November 1967.

•The present note is consistent with the spirit of the talks which you have

already held with various Lebanese officials-.

Accept, Sir, the assurances .of my highest consideration.

... (Signed) Yousset SALEM
'.'"' - " Minister for'Foreign Affairs•
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E. EEELY- OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED ARAB SEPU3LIC.

(Handed to 'Ambassador Jarring in Cairo by the Minister, for Foreign

Affairs of the United Arab Republic on 27 March. 1969)

j ' ' •

The memorandum, handed to you on 5 March 1969 during your recent visit to

Cairo clearly expresses the realities "of the: present situation. In its •
' . ' ~ - ' . ' ' . - • • • • • -

items 1 to 1, the memorandum1 gives a clear restatement of the ...position of the.

United Arab Republic which is 'based on the acceptance of the Security Council

resolution 2̂ 2 of 22 November 19 6?.? and its readiness to carry out the^ '.:•. •

obligations ' emanating therefrom. •: . -,

The memorandum also clearly expounds Israel's persistance in rejecting

the Security Council resolution and its refusal to carry out its obligations .

emanating from it as veil as Israel's plans for annexation of Arab lands-

through -war; a policy not only prohibited by the Charter of the United nations

but also violates the Security Council resolution which specifically emphasizes

the inadmissability of the acquisition of territory by war. It has become

•bvious that Israel;, in its endeavour to realize- its expansionist aims, is no

longer satisfied vith the actual rejection of the Security Council resolution.

but actively -works against it.

The same memorandum also states Israel's expansion plan as revealed by the

quoted statements of Israeli leaders. This plan aims at:

1. Annexation of Jerusalem;

2. Keeping the Syrian Heights under its occupation;

3. Occupation of the West Bank in Jordan and its complete domination.,

practically terminating Jordan's sovereignty in that part;

k. Economic and administrative integration of the^ Gaza strip into Israel

and 'the systematic eviction of its inhabitants;

5. Occupation of Sharm El-Sheikh and the Gulf of Aqaba area as well as

,-.the continued military presence in eastern part of Sinai;

6. The establishment of Israeli settlements in occupied territories.

This Israeli position constitutes a flagrant violation and clear rejection

of the Security Council resolution of 22 November 1967 and of the peaceful

settlement for vhich it provides.

' A - -



In the light of these undeniable facts, I find it incumbent upon me to state

categorically,, at the outset of the replies to the specific questions you •

addressed to the United Arab Republic on 5 March 1969, that all the answers

of the United Arab Republic, which reaffirm its acceptance of the Security Council

resolution and its. readiness, to carry out the obligations emanating from it

require,.-likewise,. that Israel.accept the: resolution and carry out all its

obligations, emanating from it and in particular -withdrawal from air Arab. , .

territories it occupied as a result of its aggression of 5 June 1967. -

Question (l) --"••' -«':-' ••-.::...,.......-.... .--.-;-.- • . . . ' . ;:.:.;,.;..:. ,.: •."::;.,,.

The United Arab Republic, as it has declared before, accepts-the Security

Council resolution 2U2 (1967) and is ready to implement it in order.to achieve

a peaceful and accepted settlement in accordance with the provisions and

principles contained therein.

Question (2)

• The United Arab Republic agrees to pledge termination of all claims or

state of belligerency. Such a pledge -becomes effective upon withdrawal of

Israel's forces from all Arab territories occupied as a result of Israel's •• •

aggression of 5 June 1967.

A declaration by Israel terminating the state of belligerency would be

meaningful only when Israel withdraws her forces from all Arab territories it

occupied since 5 June 1967. , • '

Question (5) -; • " "•''•< : '"'• - .

On '5 June 1967, Israel launched its aggression against three Arab States

violating their sovereignty and territorial integrity. Acceptance by the

United- Arab .Republic tio pledge respect for and acknowledgement of the

sovereignty,' territorial integrity and political independence of every State in

the area requires the termination by Israel of its occupation and the withdrawal

of its forces frcm all the Arab territories it occupied as a result of its

aggression of 5 June, and the full implementation of the Security Council

resolution of 22 November 1967.
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Question

The United. Arab Republic accepts the right of every State in.the area to live

in peace within secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of"

force, provided that Israel withdraws its forces from all Arab territories

occupied, as.a result of its aggression of 5 June 1967̂  - and. implements the --. .

Security Council resolution of 22 November 1967- •..'--. '•'-•• '' .<

Question (5) ' , ; -•"•'.'•.'-..- . • ' ' • ...'•.

When the question of." Palestine was. brought7 before-the United..Nations in :.

19̂ 7, .the. General Assembly adopted its'resolution l8l of 29 November 19̂ 7,-. for

the partition of Palestine and defined Israel's boundaries. ' . . . -.

Question (6) /General question 7/

We have declared our readiness to implement all the provisions of the

Security Council resolution covering;, inter alia, the freedom of navigation in

international waterways in the area; provided that Israel, likewise, implements

all provisions of the Security Council resolution.

Question (7) /General question Qj

It has always been our position that the just settlement 'of the refugee,

problem is embodied in paragraph 11 of the General Assembly resolution 19̂  of

December 1-9̂ Q) which has been unfailingly reaffirmed by each and every General

Assembly session ever since its adoption.

If a plan on' the basis- of that paragraph is presented for consideration to

the parties concerned, its acceptance by the parties and the declaration of'their

intention to implement it in. good faith,-.- with adequate guarantees for its full

implementation would justify the implementation of the other provisions of the

Security Council resolution.

Questions"(8). (9) /General questions 9 and 12J

We do not believe that the establishment of demilitarized zones is a -

necessity. However, the United Arab Republic will not oppose the establishment

of such zones if they are astride the boundaries.

. A-



Question f.10) /General question Ij5/

In case demilitarized zones are established-t-he United Arab Republic -accepts

that such zones be supervised and maintained, by the United Nations..

Question (ll) /General, question lA/.

In view of our past experience -with Israel and her denunciation of four

agreements signed by her with Arab States, -we consider that the instrument

to be signed by the United Arab Republic engaging her to carry out her

obligations, should be addressed-to the Security Council.' Israel should,

like-wise, sign and address to the Security Council an instrument engaging her

to carry out her obligations emanating from'the Security Council Resolution of

22 November 1967- The endorsement by the Security Council of these documents

would constitute the final multilateral document.

Cairo. 2? March 19c9



ANNEX

AIDE-MEMOIRS PRESENTED TO ISRAEL AND THE UNITED AHAB REPUBLIC
BY AMBASSADOR JARRING ON 8 FEBRUARY 1971 a/

I have been following with a mixture of restrained, optimism, and growing
concern the resumed discussions under my auspices for the purpose of arriving at
a peaceful settlement of the Middle East question. My restrained optimism arises
from the fact that in my view the parties are seriously defining their positions
and wish to move forward to a permanent peace. My growing concern is that each
side unyieldingly insists that the other make certain commitments before being
ready to proceed to the stage of formulating the provisions to be included in a
final peace agreement. There is, as I see it, a serious risk that we shall find
ourselves in the same deadlock as existed during the first three years of my
mission. :

I therefore feel that I should at this stage make clear my views on what
I believe to be the necessary steps to be taken in order to achieve a peaceful
and accepted settlement in accordance with the provisions and principles of
Security Council resolution 2̂ -2 (1967), which the parties have agreed to carry
out in all its parts.

I have come to the conclusion that the only possibility to break the
iiminant deadlock arising from the differing views of Israel and the United Arab
Republic as to the priority to be given to commitments and undertakings - which
seems to me to be the real cause for the present immobility - is for me to seek
frcri each side the parallel and simultaneous commitments which seem to be
inevitable prerequisites of an eventual peace settlement between them. It should
thereafter be possible to proceed at once to formulate the provisions and terms
of a peace agreement not only for those topics covered by the commitments , but
with equal priority for other topics ,. and in- particular the refugee question.

Specifically, I wish to request the Governments of Israel and the United
Arab Republic to make to me at this stage the following prior commitments
simultaneously and on condition that the other party makes its commitment and

a/ In presenting the aide-memoire, Ambassador Jarring added the following
Interpretation:

"I interpret practical security measures in the Sharm al -Sheikh
•S.TS3. for guaranteeing freedom of navigation through the Straits of
Tiran to mean arrangements for stationing a United Nations force in
the area f~>r this purpose."

—9—



subject to the eventual satisfactory determination of all other aspects of a.
peace settlement, including in particular a just settlement of the refugee
pro"blem:

Israel would, give a commitment to withdraw it's forces from occupied
United Arab Republic territory to the former international boundary between
Egypt and the British Mandate of Palestine on the understanding.that
satisfactory arrangements are made for:

(a) Establishing demilitarized zones;

(b) Practical security arrangements in the Sharm el Sheikh area for
guaranteeing freedom of navigation through the Straits of Tiran; and

(c) Freedom of navigation through the Suez Canal.

The United Arab Republic would give a commitment to enter into a peace
agreement with Israel and to make explicitly therein to Israel, on a reciprocal
basis, undertakings and acknowledgements covering the following subjects:

(a) Termination of a-iT claims or states of belligerency;

(b) Respect for and acknowledgement of each other's sovereignty,
territorial integrity and political independence;

(c) Respect for and acknowledgement of each other's right to live in
peace within secure and recognized boundaries;

(d) Responsibility to do all in their power to ensure that acts of
belligerency or hostility do not originate from or are not committed from within .
their respective territories against the population, citizens or property of the
other party; and

(e) Non-interference in each other's domestic affairs.

In making the above-mentioned suggestion I am conscious that I am requesting
both sides to make, serious commitments but I am convinced that the present
situation requires me to take this step.

-10-
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ANNEX

AIDE-MEMOIRE PRESENTED TO AMBASSADOR JARRING 3Y THE
UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC ON 15 FEBRUARY 1971

The United Arab Republic has informed Your Excellency, that it accepts to
to carry out - on a reciprocal basis - all its obligations as provided for in
Security Council resolution 2^2 (1967) with a view to achieving a peaceful
settlement in the Middle East. On the same basis, Israel should carry out all its
obligations contained in this resolution.

Referring to your aide-memoire of 8 February 1971, the United Arab Republic
would give a commitment covering the following:

1. Termination of all claims of states of belligerency;

2. Respect for and acknowledgement of each other's sovereignty, territorial
integrity and political independence;

3. Respect for and acknowledgement of each other's right to live in peace
within secure and recognized boundaries;

h. Responsibility to do all in their power to ensure that acts of
belligerency or hostility do not originate from, or are conaitted from within the
respective territories .against the population, citizens or property of the other
party; and

5- lion-interference in each other's domestic affairs.

The United Arab Republic would also give a commitment that:

6. It ensures the freedom of navigation in the Suez Canal in accordance
with the 18S8 Constantinople Convention;

7» It ensures the freedom of navigation in the Straits of Tiran in accordance
with the principles of international law;

8. It accepts the stationing of a United Nations Peace-keeping Force in the
Sham el Sheikh; and

9. To guarantee the peaceful settlement and the territorial inviolability of
every State in the area, the United Arab Republic would accept:

(a) The establishment of demilitarised zones astride the borders in equal
distances;

(b) The establishment of a United Nations Peace-keeping Force in which -che
four permanent members of the Security Council would participate.

-11-



Israel should, likewise, give a commitnent to implement all the provisions
:;" rjecurity Council resolution 2k2 (1967)- Hence., Israel should give a coiEEiitment
levering the following:

1, Withdrawal of its armed forces from Sinai and the Gaza Strip;

2, Achievement of a just settlement for the refugee problem in accordance
-..-i-oh United Nations resolutions;

3, Termination of all claims of states of belligerency;

It. Respect for and acknowledgement of each other's sovereignty, territorial
ir-tegrity and political independence;

5. Respect for and acknowledgement of each other's right to live in peace
within secure and recognized "boundaries;

6. Responsibility to do all in their power to ensure that acts of belligerency
or hostility do not originate from or are committed from within the respective
territories against the population, citizens or property of the other party; and

7. Non-interference in each other's domestic affairs; and

8. To guarantee the peaceful settlement and the territorial inviolability of
e'j'ery State in the area, Israel would accept:

(a) The establishment of demilitarized zones astride the borders in equal
iistances;

(b) The establishment of a United Nations Peace-keeping Force in which the
:'3ur permanent members of the Security Council would participate.

When Israel gives these commitments, the United Arab Republic "will be ready
-Q enter into a peace agreement with Israel containing all the afore-mentioned
obligations as provided for in Security Council resolution 2h2 (196?).

The United Arab Republic considers that the just and lasting peace cannot be
-realized without the full and scrupulous implementation of Security Council
resolution 2k2 (196?) and the withdrawal of the Israeli armed forces from all the
territories occupied since 5 June 1967. ^~

-.12-



ANNEX

COMMUNICATION PRESENTED TO AMBASSADOR JAR RING
BY ISRAEL OH 26 FEBRUARY 1971

Pursuant to our meetings on 8 February and 17 February, I am Instructed to
convey to you, and through you to the United Arab Republic, the following:

Israel views favourably the expression by the United Arab Republic of its
readiness to enter Into a peace agreement with Israel and reiterates that it Is
prepared for meaningful negotiations on all subjects relevant to a peace agreement
between the two countries.

The Government of Israel wishes to state that the peace agreement to be
concluded between Israel and the United Arab Republic should, inter alia, include
the provisions set out below.

A. Israel would give undertakings covering the following:

1. Declared and explicit decision to regard the conflict between Israel
ard the United Arab Republic as finally ended, and termination of all claims and
states of war and acts of hostility or belligerency between Israel and the United
Arab Republic;

2. . Respect for and acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial integrity
ani political independence of the United Arab Republic;

3. Respect for and acknowledgement of the right of the United Arab Republic
^c live In peace within secure and recognized boundaries;

U. Withdrawal of Israel armed forces from the Israel-United Arab Republic
cease-fire line to the secure, recognized and agreed boundaries to be established
in the peace agreement. Israel will not withdraw to the pre-5 June 19&7 lines;

5. In the matter of the refugees and the claims of both parties in this
connexion, Israel Is prepared to negotiate with the Governments directly involved
on:

(a) The payment of compensation for abandoned lands and- property;

(b) Participation in the planning of the rehabilitation of the refugees in
tie region. Once the obligation of the parties towards the settlement of the
refugee issue have been agreed neither party shall be under claims from the other
inconsistent with its sovereignty;

6. The responsibility for ensuring that no war-like act, or act of violence,
by any organization, group or individual originates from or is committed in the
"territory of. Israel against the population, armed forces or property of the
Ur-ited Arab Republic;

-13-



7- Non-interference in the domestic affairs of the United Arab Republic;

3. Non-participation by Israel in hostile alliances against the United
Arab Republic and the prohibition of stationing of troops of other parties which
~s.int5.in a state of belligerency anrinst the United Arab Republic..

3. The Ur.itqd Arab Republic undertakings in the peace agreement with. Israel
would include:

1. Declared and explicit decision to regard the conflict between the United
Arab Republic and Israel as finally ended and termination of all claims and states
of war and acts of hostility or belligerency between the United Arab Republic and
Israel;

2. Respect for and acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial integrity
and political independence of Israel;

3. Respect for and acknowledgement of the right of Israel to live in peace
within secure and recognized boundaries to be determined in the peace agreement;

U, The responsibility for ensuring that no war-like act, or act of violence,
by any organization, group or individual originates from or is committed in the
territory of the United Arab Republic against the population, armed forces or
property of Israel;

5, lion-interference in the domeatic affairs of Israel;

6. An explicit undertaking to guarantee free passage for Israel ships and
cargoes through the Suez Canal;

T. Termination of economic warfare in all its manifestations, including
boycott, and of interference in the normal international relations of Israel;

8. Non-participation by the United Arab Republic in hostile alliances
against Israel and the prohibition of stationing of troops of other parties which
-aintain a state of belligerency against Israel.

The United Arab Republic and Israel should enter into a peace agreement with
each other to be expressed in a binding treaty in accordance with normal
international law and precedent, and containing the above undertakings.

The Government of Israel believes that now that the United Arab Republic has
"through Ambassador Jarring expressed Its willingness to enter into a peace
ijreê ent with Israel, and both parties have presented their basic positions ., they
should now pursue their negotiations in a detailed and concrete manner without
~rior conditions so as to cover all the points listed In their respective
iocurrents with, a view to concluding v. peace agreement.


